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CHECK IT. STALK. OBSESS 
www.twitter.com/bgviews        www.facebook.com/bgviews        www.bgviews.com/blogs 
Were only a tweet away. Get 
your daily dose of Twrtter with 
campus arid community updates 
Add us to your frequent friend stalk- 
ing list Become a fan and find others 
who log hours into Facebook visits. 
THE BG NEWS 
Can't get enough of BG sports? Log 
on to The BGNews sports blog to 
scratch your itch. 
ESTABLISHED 1920 
A daily independent student press serving 
the campus and surrounding community 
Thursday 
September 24,2009 
Volume 104. Issue 24 
WWW.BGVIEWS.COM 
Discussions 
on women in 
academia 
The Graduate 
Women's Caucus will 
be hosting a discussion 
series titled "Women in 
Academia | Page i 
Obama makes 
his first U.N. 
address 
Forum Editor Kyle 
Schmidlin reviews 
President Obama's 
speech to the United 
Nations and compares 
his tactics to those 
of former President 
Bush | Page 4 
Hazing still an 
issue on some 
campuses 
Daily Evergreen 
columnist Derrick 
Skaug discusses 
hazing prevention 
in light of a 
hazing death 
at Chico State 
University | Paq* 4 
A lesson 
in history 
From the Black 
Swamp to BGSU, 
find out how it 
happened with this 
month's In Focus, 
which covers campus 
history | Pagt 8 
Football team 
aspires to be 
the Boise State 
of the MAC 
Coach Dave Clawson 
wants the Falcon 
football team to 
be playing at the 
same level as Boise 
State | Page 6 
■ 
How would you want to 
be memorialized? 
MATTKIRBY 
Freshman. Film Production 
"A statue of an owl 
carrying a whale 
to show I'm strong 
enough to do what I 
want." | Page 4 
STUDENTS 
S£EAK OUT 
VIOLENCE 
By Magan Woodward 
Reporter 
One morning in March, Kathy Newlove's life was 
changed forever. 
"My husband and I received a phone call from 
the police officer saying that he needed to come 
speak with us," Newlove said. "When the police got 
there, the children came running into the bathroom 
screaming 'Craig shot Mommy... and she is dead.'" 
Newlove's daughter Alicia Castillon and her boy- 
friend John Mi' iell were both victims of domestic 
violence. 
"March 28, 2007 was the last time I saw Alicia 
alive. I went to her house and saw the kids jumping 
on the trampoline and playing baseball. 1 noticed 
that the kitchen window was open, and much to my 
horror that was the window where Craig Daniel, her 
murderer and ex-boyfriend, jumped in to kill her," 
Newlove said. 
Ten gunshots were fired that night in Castillon's 
home, two to her head and one each in her neck, 
chest and stomach. Mitchell suffered four shots while 
the final shot went into the wall. 
Once Castillon's kids heard the shots they ran to 
their mother's bedroom only to find her lying on the 
floor. Katie, her daughter, checked for a heartbeat and 
called the police. 
"When I found out Alicia was dead from my grand- 
kids, I fell to the floor screaming," Newlove said. 
Newlove decided that domestic violence needed 
to stop. 
"1 was talking to deputy Maryann Robinson, the 
former domestic violence sheriff in Wood County, 
and I asked, 'What can we do to prevent this from 
happening to other women?' I couldn't imagine mak- 
ing another mother go through this," Newlove said. 
After much thought, the center "Alicia's Voice" was 
opened last July. 
"We started raising money for the center, we have 
golf outings, a dinner dance at Nazareth Hall, con- 
certs at the park and we recently just had a garage 
sale that raised over 5,000 dollars," Newlove said. 
Victims can come into the center to pick up toi- 
letry items, children's toys, deposits for utilities, cell 
phones, also if needed, Alicia's Voice will provide 
immediate shelter in a hotel room for a number of 
days. 
"The center is there to provide victims to come to 
us and we will meet all of their needs in a matter of 30 
minutes after their arrival," Newlove said. 
Students at the University are also doing their part 
for the community. Susan Carlton's freshmen writing 
class will be working with Newlove and Alicia's Voice 
during the first semester. 
"I picked Alicia's Voice because I was teaching a 
women's studies course and I felt like this would be 
a subject that students would care about," Carlton 
said. "I want all students to have a stronger connec- 
tion with the Bowling Green community. Serving in 
the community on such a strong subject will be an 
enhancement to a writing class providing real life 
topics," 
In the course, students will learn about Alicia's 
Voice and work with the center to make advertis- 
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THE FACES 
OF CHANGE « 
... I asked, 'What 
can we do to 
prevent this from 
happening to other 
women?' 1 couldn't 
imagine making 
another mother go 
through this.    • * 
KATHY NEWLOVE   J J 
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY KATHY NEWLOVE 
DEFENSE LESSONS FOR LATER 
RACHEL RADWANSKI I THE BG NEWS 
KICK BUTT: Ellen Dotson. a freshmen double major in science education and physical therapy, practices knee kicks on Sgt John Shumaker of the University police 
department during a women's self-defense training session The Union sponsored the free session, which was offered Tuesday and yesterday night. An advanced session 
will be offered next Tuesday, and anyone interested should regrster at the Information Desk on the first floor of the Union. 
Dining Services 
leaves something 
to be desired 
The University extends hours for 
meal options; many still unhappy 
By Jcssic.i Jamas 
Reporter 
University Dining Services have recently under- 
gone a makeover worthy of gourmet cuisine and 
fresh ingredients, but the dining options during 
the weekends have left many students frustrated 
and unsatisfied. 
In the past month, University Dining Services 
has extended hours at the Union from 9 a.m. to 7 
p.m. on Saturday and 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Sunday 
and menu items will not be restricted with the 
new weekend hours. OutTakes Food 2 Go, Jamba 
Juice, Steak Escape, and 2. Mato will all be open 
for business on Saturday and Sunday. The only 
services not offered on the weekend will be Zona, 
BGSub, and Salad by Design. 
But this may not be enough for the students 
who feel that Founders should be open longer on 
Fridays and operate during the weekend as well. 
Junior Emily Kallenborn lives at Founders and 
shared how frustrating it is finding somewhere to 
eat after class on Fridays. 
"I have class until3:30 on Fridays and Founders 
closes at 3:00," said Kallenborn. "The University 
promotes staying on campus and using their 
facilities, but how am I supposed to do that if the 
food court in my residence hall is closed? The last 
thing I want to do after a day worth of class is walk 
clear across campus to find something to eat." 
University Dining Services have been in the 
process of promoting major changes for all the 
/■■~i>Uma■ hulls i ,/,■,,,J,■<i weekend hours have 
been a reccurring issue with which many stu- 
dents are still unhappy. 
Director of University Dining Services Mike 
Km Ins said that the hours of operation are based 
on the student traffic that comes into that part of 
campus during the day. 
"Currently, the only exception to the weekend 
hours of operations is Founders," Paulus said. "At 
this point in time there have been no changes 
See DINING | Page 2 
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Unnoticed garden 
part of prairie 
restoration project 
ByAliuaWidman 
Reporter 
Students walking past Shatzel Hall and Prout 
Chapel may be unaware of a glimpse into 
Wood County's past located directly within 
the University. 
Near the Union parking lot stands a sign 
made entirely of recycled plastic, marking the 
Native Prairie Garden, a joint project of the 
Center for Environmental Programs and the 
Grounds Department. The concealed grove of 
plants serves as a unique preservation of local 
history and a symbol of the University's com- 
mitment to a sustainable and "green" future 
Clint Cooper, freshman, said he passes the 
garden almost every day but never realized its 
importance. 
"I walk back and forth to and from work 
every day and I haven't ever noticed it before, 
See GARDEN | Page 2 
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Palin talks U.S.-China 
relations In speech in Asia 
Former Alaskan governor makes trip to China to 
speak on variety of issues at investment conference 
"I'm going to call 
it like I see it, and I 
will share with you 
candidly a view right 
from Main Street..." 
By Jartmiah Marqu«z 
The Associated Press 
HONG KONG — Months after 
abruptly resigning as Alaska's 
governor. Sarah Palin resur- 
faced in Hong Kong yester- 
day more moderate in tone 
and better versed in interna- 
tional affairs, possiblv laving 
the first brick for a 2012 White 
House bid. 
In her first overseas speech, 
the former vice presidential 
candidate touched on a wide 
range of issues — from finan- 
cial markets and Afghanistan 
to China-U.S. relations and 
health care — before a room 
packed with more than a 
thousand investors and bank- 
ers at an annual investment 
conference. 
"I'm going to call it like I see 
it. and I will share with you 
candidly a view right from 
Main sireet — Main Street, 
U.S.A.," Palin said, according 
to a video of part of the speech 
obtained by The Associated 
Press. "And how perhaps my 
view of Main Sireet ... how 
that affects you and your 
business." 
While she displayed some of 
her trademark folksy charm, 
the fireworks from her debut 
speech at the Republican 
National Convention last year 
were apparently missing. So, 
loo, was the sharp partisan 
edge of the politician who 
toured the country as Sen. 
lohn McCain's running mate. 
She appeared more moder- 
ate, did not attack President 
Obama directly and avoided 
any major gaffes, attendees 
said. 
"She has learned and grown 
from the election," said Melvin 
Goode, a New York-based con- 
sultant who said he'd carried 
out some political polling for 
President Barack Obama in 
the past. "She was more level 
headed.... She didn't criticize. 
I was waiting to see if she said 
anything derogatory about 
Obama, and she didn't.'' 
According to several 
accounts of her speech, which 
was closed to media, Palin 
argued for smaller govern- 
ment, calling for lower taxes 
and a private-sector solution 
to health care. She contended 
many average Americans were 
uncomfortable with health 
care reforms that infringe on 
private enterprise. 
She   criticized   the   U.S. 
Sarah Palin | Former Governor 
Federal Reserve's massive 
intervention in the economy 
over the last year, according to 
one attendee, who declined to 
be named because he didn't 
want to be seen as speaking 
on behalf of his company. 
Praising the conservative eco- 
nomic policies of former U.S. 
President Ronald Reagan and 
former British Prime Minister 
Margaret Thatcher, she gave 
a general defense of capitalist 
systems. 
"She was careful not to be 
over-critical... but she said she 
sawthefiscal situation isgoing 
out of control," said Gregory 
Lesko, managing director of 
New York-based Deltec Asset 
Management. 
It marked Palin's first major 
appearance since she abrupt- 
ly resigned her post as gover- 
nor in July, and the speech's 
location and international 
scope are seen as steps toward 
strengthening her credentials 
ahead of a possible bid for 
the presidency in 2012. While 
she's thought to be consider- 
ing a run, her Hong Kong trip 
bore no political overtones, 
said Pred Malek, a friend and 
Palin adviser. 
"You can read a lot of things 
into it. 'Is she trying to bur- 
nish her foreign policy cre- 
dentials?' and the like. But 
really, it's a trip that will be 
beneficial to her knowledge 
base and will defray some 
legal and other bills that she 
has," Malek said. 
Palin left office in part 
because of the toll of multiple 
ethics complaints filed against 
her. Almost all of the com- 
plaints were dismissed, but 
she says she amassed more 
than $500,000 in legal fees. 
Palin was criticized dur- 
ing the 2008 election for a 
lack of foreign policy creden- 
tials. She only received her 
first passport in 2007, to visit 
Alaska National Guard mem- 
bers serving in Kuwait and 
Germany. 
Obama administration warns 
against economic complacency 
By Martin Crutsinger 
The Associated Press 
PITTSBURGH — The Obama 
administration yesterday cau- 
tioned against complacency on 
the eve of a global economic 
summit, arguing that signs of an 
econom ic revival are not grounds 
for abandoning a significant 
overhaul of the world's financial 
system. 
"We simply cannot walk away 
from the worst financial crisis 
since the Great Depression and 
not do everything in our power to 
reform the system that contribut- 
ed to this breakdown," Treasury 
Secretary Timothy Geithner 
said. 
Geithner delivered that mes- 
sage in Washington to the I louse 
Financial Services Committee, 
which was opening hearings on 
the administration's sweeping 
overhaul of the financial sys- 
tem. But it was also a plea the 
administration was making to 
other members of the Group of 
20 leading economies, who were 
gathering here for two days of 
talks today and tomorrow. 
Those talks were being held 
under heavy security. Protesters 
have vowed to use ihc sessions 
as a stage to highlight their griev- 
ances against global capitalism. 
Activists from the environ- 
mental group Greenpeace hung 
a large banner from a downtown 
Pittsburgh bridge warning of 
climate disaster and urging the 
world leaders to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions, pour protest- 
ers dangled from lines over the 
Ohio River. 
At thcG-20, the administration 
will call on the world to end mas- 
sive government subsidies that 
encourage the use of fossil fuels 
GARDEN 
From Page 1 
honestly," he said. "But now 
that you said something, I see 
that it's pretty neat." 
The garden is an important 
subdivision of a prairie res- 
toration project involving fac- 
ulty and students that aims to 
restore 10 acres of prairie land 
next to the University's driv- 
ing range, said Holly Myers, 
lecturer for the department of 
environment and sustainabil- 
ity. 
The garden was planted 
about five years ago when the 
department moved to Shatzel 
Hall. 
"When we moved here, that 
area basically didn't have any- 
thing growing in it except for 
scrubby-looking weeds," she 
said. "1 was the director of the 
department at that time, and I 
approached grounds Idepart- 
mentl to see if they had any 
"We simply cannot walk away from the worst 
financial crisis since the Great Depression 
and not do everything in our power to 
reform the system that contributed 
to this breakdown." 
Timolhy Geithner | Treasury Secretary 
bla nied for global warming. 
President Barack Obama said 
he would seek a gradual elimina- 
tion of fossil fuel subsidies. White 
House officials said the time 
frame for this phase out had not 
yet been determined. However, 
this proposal was likely to spark 
opposition from China, which 
along with the United States is 
the largest emitter of greenhouse 
gases. 
In the financial area, the 
United States is pushing for the 
other G-20 countries to adopt 
tougher rules on bank capital 
reserves, the cushion that banks 
hold against loan losses — which 
proved to be badly inadequate 
when the worst financial crisis 
struck a year ago. 
But European countries are 
balking at the U.S. capital push, 
arguing that the way it is cur- 
rently structured it would benefit 
U.S. banks at the expense of their 
European competitors. 
In liis congressional testimony. 
Geithner said it was important 
for all nations to work for rules 
that would not put any country's 
system at a disadvantage. 
The administration unveiled a 
95-page blueprint for regulatory 
reform in lune but it has been 
bottled up in Congress. Geithner 
told lawmakers that it was criti- 
cal that they move ahead with 
the effort. 
"Time is the enemy of reform. 
As some normalcy returns to our 
financial system and our econo- 
my, we cannot let it be cause for 
complacency," Geithner said. 
Thousands of law enforcement 
authorities have started to erect 
a security perimeter around the 
David i.. Lawrence Convention 
Center in downtown Pittsburgh, 
where the talks will be held, an 
effort put on an even higher alert 
after the discovery of an alleged 
bomb plot in Denver and New 
York set off a series of counterter- 
rorism bulletins. 
The Coast Guard was closing 
the city's three rivers from 6 a.m. 
today to 10 p.m. tomorrow and 
patrolling with 11 boats. State 
police will have 1,200 troop- 
ers in the area, including some 
on helicopters and airplanes. 
The Pennsylvania National 
Guard is heading a task force of 
2,500 troops and other Defense 
Department personnel for crowd 
control and other duties. 
It is likely that the G-20 will 
endorse the U.S. call for a new 
"framework for sustainable and 
balanced growth," but without 
any major way to enforce com- 
mit mentsmadetorestrainimbal- 
ances such as China's massive 
trade surpluses and the United 
States' surging budget deficits. 
BLOTTER 
TUESDAY, SEPT. 22 
1:38 A.M. 
Andrew Greenlese. of Waterville. 
Ohio, and Kevin Lazenby, of Findlay. 
were cited for possession of marijuana 
and drug paraphernalia in Offenhauer 
West. 
3:09 P.M. 
Complainant reported unknown sub- 
jects were fighting within the 200th 
block of N. Main St. 
4:17 P.M. 
Complainant reported while in 
Kroger's parking lot a male began yell- 
ing at hef for not pulling her car up far 
enough in the parking space. 
10:01 P.M. 
Darnell Brown. 18. of Bowling Green, 
was arrested for underage possession 
of alcohol and underage under the 
influence of alcohol within the 100th 
block of N. Main St. 
10:54 PM. 
Belinda Bernhard, 49. of Bowling 
Green, was arrested for falsification 
with the 900th block of Fairview Ave. 
11:54 P.M. 
Complainant reported while walking 
down Thurstin Street an unknown 
black vehicle threw eggs at her and 
others walking down the street. 
WEDNESDAY, 
SEPT. 23 
2:49 A.M. 
James Fyffe. 45. of Bowling Green. 
was arrested for disorderly conduct 
because he was unable to take of him- 
self at Howards Club H. 
4:01 A.M. 
Nathan Livermore. 20, of Bowling 
Green, was arrested for underage pos- 
session of alcohol and underage under 
the influence and disorderly conduct 
when he was unable to care for himself 
within the 100th block of N. Mam St. 
* 
ONLINE: Go lo bqviews.com for the 
complete blotter list 
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HIDDEN GEM: The Native Prairie Garden is located behind Shatzel Hall, next to the Union 
parking lot It contains plants that were native lo Wood County before European Settlement 
plans for it. I asked if we could 
plant some native plants there 
and they agreed." 
Thegardenbeganasa volun- 
teer project and now contains 
23 flowering prairie plants 
that once flourished in Wood 
County before European set- 
tlement. These plants include 
Butterfly weed, Black-eyed 
Susan, Wild Strawberries and 
Western Sunflowers, among 
others. The plants require less 
water and, once established, 
essentially care forthemselves, 
Myers said. 
As the sign denoting the gar- 
den explains, however, these 
once abundant native species 
are now threatened by invad- 
ing plants, crop planting and 
commercial and residential 
development. Due to these fac- 
tors, it is very difficult to find 
these hardy plants growing in 
their native habitat anymore, 
said Matt Minnick, a grounds 
department supervisor. 
A  significant  part  of the 
University's goal of environ- 
mental sustainability is pre- 
servingthese historic plants for 
future generations. Although 
the University is not aiming to 
plant prairie plants exclusive- 
ly, Minnick said the grounds 
department is now trying to 
incorporate the Native Prairie 
Garden's species into regular 
gardening. 
"We're an educational 
facility, and as a University, 
we're looking to be a leader 
in environmental sustainabil- 
ity. Native plant species are a 
good way to accomplish both 
of those," Minnick said. 
Myers said grounds is also 
incorporating these plants 
because they require little 
upkeep and naturally thrive in 
this location. 
"These plants are amazing. 
If you plant native species, you 
gain beautiful color all year 
round," she said, adding the 
Native Prairie Garden's warm- 
weather grasses will peak in 
a week or two for visitors to 
observe. 
Myers saidthe fact that many 
students pass the garden and 
are unaware of its history and 
symbolic nature doesn't both- 
er her. Those who do notice 
the garden are appreciative 
and those who don't probably 
aren't looking around them- 
selves and observing, she said. 
Myers also said the purpose 
of the garden was not neces- 
sarily to put it on the map, but 
rather to provide a habitat for a 
large variety of insects, moths, 
butterflies and birds and to 
restore a wasted space to what 
it once was naturally. 
"People often criticize this 
area for not being very pret- 
ty. It's very flat, and with all 
the agriculture, it's somewhat 
monotonous," she said. "We 
like to give people a glimpse 
of what this area used to look 
like. It's nice to let people gain 
an appreciation for prairie 
land." 
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Fn 
from last year. The only thing we 
have done is add hours. Due to 
the limited population and traf- 
fic counts in Founders, poten- 
tial to warrant for any extended 
hours on Fridays or the weekend 
is not going to happen." 
With the university spending 
8.5 million dollars a year on food 
cost. Paulus said the new reno- 
vations and extended hours are 
promising for the dining services 
annual profits. 
HOURS OF OPERATION 
Falcon's Nest 
Monday - Thursday 7;30 a.m. - 8 
p.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 8 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Sunday 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Founders 
Monday - Thursday 8 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Saturday and Sunday Closed 
McDonald Dining Center 
Monday - Thursday 7:30 a.m. - 8 
p.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
Saturday - Sunday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m, 
Associate Vice President of 
Student Affairs Joseph Oravecz 
said the expansion of hours and 
services is only going to benefit 
the University. 
"Sales and labor bring in new 
revenue," Oravecz said. "We are 
trying new things and exploring 
different options for the students. 
The space in the Falcon's Nest is 
a small area in general and with 
the addition of the newer ser- 
vices brings in more people." 
But for now, the food options 
are always there. It'sjust a matter 
of walking to a different side of 
campus. 
Commons 
Monday - Thursday 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Friday 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
Saturday - Sunday Closed 
The Commons Sub Shop 
Monday - Thursday 10:30 am -11 
p.m. 
Friday 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Saturday 10:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
Sunday 10:30 am - 9 p.m. 
SunDial at Kreischer 
Sunday 9 a.m. -12 a.m. 
Monday - Thursday 7:30 a.m. -12 
a.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m. - 7 p.m. 
Saturday 9 a.m.-7 p.m. 
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ing fliers and brochures around 
the campus and community. 
On Oct. 5, the class will be sta- 
tioned in the Union, talking 
with students about Domestic 
Violence Awareness month. 
"I am excited in partnering 
with Alicia's Voice," freshman 
Paige Nesbit said. "Many peo- 
ple do not know all that is going 
on with abuse and I am excited 
to inform them." 
According to the National 
Coalition Against Domestic 
Violence, one in four women 
will beabused in their lifetime 
and everyone knows some- 
one who has been abused in a 
domestic violence act. 
Domestic violence is every- 
where and can happen to any- 
one, Newlove said, and the best 
way to prevent it is community 
awareness. 
"That is why the Alicia's Voice 
center is here in Wood County 
to help women like Alicia," 
Newlove said. "I have talked to 
doctors, lawyers, teachers and 
everyone in between. I always 
say that if anyone wants to 
know more about Alicia's Voice 
or need help do not hesitate 
to call. Alicia's Voice is here to 
help." 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all (actual errors. 
If you think an error has been made, 
call The BG News at 419-572-6966 
Call Now to register for gaming contest! 
Malta's Owna Bhop 24203 FRONT IT 
418-832-GAME (4283) ORANO RAMOS. OH 
CAMPUS 
Brown Bag Lunch 
focuses on female 
health differences 
- /JW3 
By Anthony Phillips 
Reporter 
Yesterday's Brown Bag Lunch 
discussed health disparities 
between gender, race and Ohio. 
Monica Holiday-Goodman, 
an associate professor at the 
University of Toledo, said 
health disparity is a difference 
in the incidence, mortality 
rate and prevalence in disease 
as well as other unfavorable 
health conditions. 
Holiday-Goodman discussed 
this in her "Heath Disparities: 
Who Loses Life or Limb?" pre- 
sentation, providing definitions 
for disparities and information 
on six areas of disparity. 
Holiday-Goodman said 
there is a lot of a difference 
between races, gender and 
social economical status, 
"We are talking about thou- 
sands of people who have been 
adversely affected," she said. 
Holiday-Goodman also dis- 
cussed six health care gaps, 
including infant mortality, HIV/ 
AIDS and diabetes. 
Many of these disparities in 
the U.S. are close to reaching 
third-world status, Holiday- 
Goodman said. She also said 
Ohio is behind the national 
average in many cases. 
One example Holiday- 
Goodman gave was on infant 
mortality rates. According to 
her source, statehealthfacts.org, 
the U.S. average is less than 7 
percent, but Ohio's is nearly 8 
percent. 
She said we are ranked a lot 
lower than other industrialized 
countries in infant mortality 
rates. 
"We are ranked 28th out of 
29 industrialized countries in 
infant mortality," she said. 
Between races, there is a defi- 
nite difference in infant mor- 
tality. Holiday-Goodman said 
non-Hispanic black communi- 
ties in Ohio have an infant mor- 
tality rate twice as high than the 
national average. Hispanicsand 
non-Hispanic whites are closer 
to the national average. 
Holiday-Goodman discussed 
cancer and how, even though 
males die more often from can- 
cer, incidences of lung cancer 
are increasing in women. 
"More women die of lung can- 
cer than breast cancer and we 
do not even think of that,'' she 
said. 
Leading the mortality rates 
forcancer are African-American 
men and women, Holiday- 
Goodman said. 
"So late detection is often the 
culprit in determining these 
advanced mortality rales that 
we see," she said. 
As far as disparities. Holiday- 
Goodman said Native 
Americans and Alaskan Natives 
are leading in rates of diabetes. 
"Native Americans and 
Alaskan Natives have almost 
three times the rate of diabe- 
tes as whites do in regards to 
instance and diagnosis." she 
said. 
HlVand AIDSalsohasa lot of 
differences between races. 
Holiday-Goodman said 
African-Americans and 
Hispanics have many more 
instances of diabetes than 
whites. 
"You have less than a third of 
the population accounting for 
two-thirds of the AIDS cases," 
she said. 
Holiday-Goodman said this 
information is from a 2001 study, 
but according to a 2007 study, 
nothing has changed. 
Lastly, she talked about 
immunizations. Vaccine-pre- 
ventable diseases cause more 
than 00,000 deaths every year in 
the U.S., she said. 
Many participants said they 
were a little shocked about what 
they learned at the discussion. 
Sophomore Colleen Feeney 
said the infant mortality rate 
being so low was surprising to 
her. 
Holiday-Goodman said 
the rate is 6.7 deaths in every 
1,000 births. This puts the U.S. 
behind Canada, Japan and sev- 
eral European countries. 
BGSU Women's Center Grad 
Assistant A'ame Kone said not 
much surprised her since she 
has been studying the dis- 
cussed topics, however, she said 
the fact that black women have 
lower rates of cervical cancer 
than Hispanics, but die more 
often than Hispanics surprised 
her. 
The Brown Bag Lunch series 
is from noon to 1 p.m. in 107 
Hanna Hall every Wednesday. 
Bowling Green Fire Department to the rescue 
Photos by Rachel Radwanski | Aslant Phoio Editor 
TOP: Fc-ehan. Luke 
Ward. Gaig Coofcson. Jason Lewicz. and 
Scoot Eschedor prepare to lower Feehan 
down an elevator iliaft m Rodgers Hall. The 
Bowl.ng Green Fire Department performs 
a confined space drill every year, bu: m dif- 
>riorn Rodgers Hall i»'-nmDfererv 
vacant this semester so if made the perfect 
place to perform an elevator shaft rescue 
MIDDLE: Captain Tim Genson has been 
wapped up in the SKED - a rescue A 
-and will soon be lifted. W\r' I 
elevator shaft to the team waiting on the 
•Rodgers Hall. 
BOTTOM: Captain Tim Genson is success- 
fully pulled through the elevator shaft, to the 
third floor of Rodgers Hall. According to 
Bess Huyghe. Senior Industrial Myaemst for 
the University offers a lot c' 
spaces from which maintenance wen I 
need to be n 
Monthly meetings installed for Graduate Women's Caucus 
By Chriatint Talbcrt 
Reporter 
The Graduate Women's Caucus, 
was originally created at the 
University in the 1970s, and 
recently resurfaced on campus 
last fall. This year the GWC is host- 
ing a roundtable discussion series 
titled "Women in Academia." 
"The general purpose of hav- 
ing this new series available is so 
women can discuss issues that 
are unique to gender dynamics 
with peers and faculty in a com- 
fortable environment," said doc- 
toral student and teaching associ- 
ate Manda Hicks. 
The Executive Committee 
Panel of the GWC decided to cre- 
ate this monthly series, leaving 
the topics of discussion, includ- 
ing the group's interests or timely 
issues, up to the attendees. 
She said students and faculty 
are constantly being faced with 
issues in the classroom. These 
meetings provide a forum for this 
group so there is a plgce to artic- 
ulate important issues such as 
how young teachers can manage 
a class with authority when their 
students are only a couple years 
younger than they are, to issues 
like how to manage a relationship 
with family, spouses, partners, 
work, and school effectively. 
"The Women's Center is a valu- 
able asset to BGSU and I would 
suggest that graduate students, or 
those con sidcringgraduateschool 
use its resources." Hicks said. 
Hicks also said social support 
is an effective way for students 
and faculty to channel their emo- 
tions towards discussions within 
group sessions and be able to 
relieve stress and feel more con- 
fident about themselves in this 
• 
comforting atmosphere. 
"I was searching for a woman's 
group but wasn't sure what was 
available," second year masters 
student Stacey Frey said. "I found 
out about GWC's 'Women in 
Academia' series a few weeks ago 
at Campus Fest. and after having 
gone to the first meeting I decid- 
ed to come back for the second 
one because the women faculty 
involved in it have already expe- 
rienced what I am going through 
right now, and I feel I should take 
advantage of the advice they have 
forme.'' 
The GWC is committed to pro- 
viding opportunities for graduate 
students to channel their energy 
and resources into promoting 
awareness of women's issues on 
campus and in the community. 
"This opportunity is beneficial 
to me because it provides a men- 
torship between the faculty and 
myself, so there's always some- 
one to talk to about insecurities 
that I have for issues that I do 
not feel comfortable sharing with 
other cohorts about." Prey said. 
This new series is directed 
towards women in the under- 
graduate program at the 
University. Undergraduates con- 
sidering going for their masters, 
and female faculty, however it is 
not exclusive. 
The focus will always he on 
women, but men are encouraged 
to participate, as long as they can 
contribute without dominat- 
ing or inhibiting women from 
their professional development,'' 
President of GWC, Megan Adams 
said. 
THE 
TECHNOLO 
SUPPORT 
CENTER 
110 Hayes Hall 
Weekday Hours 
Mon - Thurs 7:30am - Midnight 
Fri 7:30am • 5pm 
Weekend Hours 
Sat - Sun 1 lam - 5pm 
Contact Us For More Information 
Email: tsc@bgsu.edu   Phone: 419.372.0999    http://www.bgsu.edu/its/tsc 
1616 E. W66STER 
419.352.7260 
FREAKY FAST DELIVERY! 
FORUM "The Center is there to provide victims to come to us and we will meet all of their needs in a matter of 30 minutes after their arrival." - Kathy Newlove, founder of Alicia's Voice, on the service that center offers to domestic violence victims [see story, pg. 1]. Thursday. September 24.2009 4 
r fcv/r Lb UN   I Hb J I KbL I   How would you want to be memorialized? 
"No huge, over- 
extravagant obelisk. 
A simple tombstone 
would do." 
OLIVIA TALBOT. 
Freshman. 
2D Art 
"My own day of the 
year. 
NICK ROSER. 
Sophomore, 
Business Administration 
"A big funeral with 
lots of people 
celebrating my 
wonderful life." 
KAMILAH KELLY. 
Freshman. 
Undecided luJ 
"A tomb 15 times 
larger than any 
pyramid, filled with 
gold and virgins." 
BRANDON SCHANG. 
Sophomore. 
Speech Pathology 
k VISIT US AT BGVIEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question' Give us your 
feedback at bgwws.com. 
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Hazing can have real clangers 
By Derrick Sk.mq 
Trie Daily Evergreen (U-Wire) 
Aside from the hoarded up win- 
dows, the Chi Tan fraternity at 
Chico State University looked like 
any other fraternity house. Two 
stories, white, with pillars and a 
balcony. 
Yet inside, it was anything but 
ordinary. Describing the base- 
ment. Chico Police detective 
Greg Keeney said, "It's kind of like 
the medieval castle dungeon." 
The walls were covered with the 
phrase: "In the basement, no one 
can hear you scream." This dun- 
geon would be the scene of a 
heinous crime. Two pledges were 
ordered to do calisthenics in raw 
sewage. The pledges were forced 
to drink from a five-gallon jug of 
water, which was filled over and 
over. RUM blasted freezing air on 
Uieir drenched bodies. 
Covered in urine and vomit, 
one of the pledges. Matthew 
Carrington, collapsed from a sei- 
zure. He died the next morning of 
water intoxication, which caused 
swelling in his brain and lungs. 
Hazing is unacceptable and 
far too commonplace. According 
to llazingPreveiition.org. there 
were seven deaths linked to haz- 
ing-related activities during the 
hist academic year alone, these 
alarming slatistics make this 
week. National I lazingl'rcvention 
Week, an educational necessity 
for college students across the 
country. 
Hazing can occur anywhere, 
not just in Creek life. A 1999 
study by Alfred University and 
the NCAA found that about HO 
percent of college alhletes had 
been subjected to some form 
of hazing Half were required (o 
participate in drinking contests 
or alcohol-related initiations and 
two-thirds were subjected to 
humiliating hazing rituals. 
Alcohol poisoning often occurs 
in these supposedly harmless 
drinking games. Chuck Stenzel, 
one of the martyrs of the anti- 
hiizing movements, was shoved 
into the trunk of a car during 
freezing weather with another 
pledge. He was forced lo finish 
a lethal mix of bourbon, wine 
and beer before being freed. I le 
died of acute alcohol poisoning a 
couple hours later. 
Proponents and defenders of 
hazing claim it allows members 
to Ixmd and "puts pledges in their 
place." This is absurd. It is entirely 
possible for members to bond 
without putting them through 
extreme trials and suffering. To 
treat pledges as lesser humans is 
a demeaning and a violent cycle 
that must end. 
Hazing can lie as extreme as 
branding, sodomizing or physi- 
cally hurting members. Verbal 
and mental abuse can be just 
as damaging. With the zero tol- 
erance rules in place, the rule 
should he: If there is any doubt 
that it tan be construed as haz- 
ing, don't do it. However, zero 
tolerance doesn't always mean 
there will he zero hazing. 
Washington State University 
and state law ban hazing of any 
form, but we are not immune. 
Hie Sigma Nu chapter here was 
suspended for three years for 
hazing activities. 
If you are a witness to hazing, 
I urge you to step out and pro- 
tect the victims before real trag- 
edy occurs. Anyone who suffered 
hazing must speak up, otherwise 
the cycle of abusive behavior will 
keep going. It must be clear to 
every organization that hazing is 
not acceptable. 
Hazing goes against everything 
that Greek and athletic organiza- 
tions claim to aspire to be. Be 
careful with who you become 
involved, because the innocent 
white houses of Greek Row or 
the damp locker rooms of cam- 
pus can sometimes have sinis- 
ter secrets hidden beneath their 
surface. 
Gossip on college sites childish 
By Delaine Moore 
The Orion (U-Wire) 
Delaine has crabs. 
This is the statement I found 
one day in my high school bath- 
room, mocking me in silver 
Sharpie. And while I was hor- 
rified then, I now think about it 
and laugh, knowing that I'm not 
the only one who has been sub- 
jected to malicious, yet highly 
unoriginal rumors. 
After recently visiting the 
new anonymous Internet 
board, the College ACB. 1 don't 
really understand why people 
still find the need to use these 
sites. 
As the replacement for 
luicyCampus, ACB has become 
the Internet watering hole for 
salacious gossip and mudsling- 
ing rumors, although its mis- 
sion statement says otherwise. 
"The College ACB or College 
Anonymous Confession Board 
seeks to give students a place 
to vent, rani and talk to college 
peers in an environment free 
from social constraints and 
about subjects that might oth- 
erwise be taboo," according to 
the Web site. 
I do give crcd it to the few early 
posters who seemed to have a 
higher level of conversation on 
the agenda, but of course those 
posts were only waiting for the 
retaliation of "You're a fag," or 
"Get some balls." 
Now the most common posts 
are "Who is the biggest slut on 
campus?" or "Who hasn't lane 
Doe slept with?" 
Watching random people on 
the Internet insult each other 
can seem entertaining, just as 
long as you're a third person. 
But what is the point of creating 
12 different "slut lists" just to 
see the same few names come 
up, usually from sororities and 
fraternities. 
The complete anonymity of 
the Web site does not create 
a safe social environment for 
students to discuss their inner- 
most feelings. Instead, it cre- 
ates a breeding ground for the 
simple-minded to continue 
showing the world how stupid 
they really are. 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story? 
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor: 
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com. 
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union 
Information Center. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this page. 
t& ONLINE: Read the rest of this arl«le on-line at bgviewscom 
Address to the United Nations 
sets better tone, not substance 
KYLE SCHMIOTIH 
Yesterday, President Barack 
Obama made his first speech 
to the United Nations General 
Assembly. 
It was the perfect opportu- 
nity for him to prove his cam- 
paign trail rhetoric of hope and 
change. Instead, it set the tone 
for a continuance of essentially 
Bush-style foreign policy. 
True, there were notable dif- 
ferences. Obama was more 
likely to dot his speech with ref- 
erences to the "we" of the world, 
urging diplomatic unity, rather 
than Bush's "you're-either- 
with-us-or-against-us" stance. 
And Obama did detail early in 
the speech his commitment to 
ending torture as a U.S. poli- 
cy, highlighting his closing of 
Guanlanamo Bay and assuring 
the world the U.S. would engage 
terrorists through legal means. 
However, much of the speech 
continued with the only real 
departure from Bush being 
politesse. Obama's first topic of 
substance was nuclear prolifera- 
tion and the prevention of more 
nations than the nine which 
already possess them from 
obtaining nuclear weapons. 
While nuclear non-prolifera- 
tion is a worthwhile goal, it sets 
up the United States and others 
already equipped with nucle- 
ar power in a favorable posi- 
tion. While the nations without 
nuclear weapons must abide by 
the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty (NPT) and swear them 
off forever, those with weap- 
ons — most notably the United 
States and Russia — need only 
make "good-faith" efforts to 
bring their numbers down. 
lonathon Schell, a former 
writer for "The Nation" and a 
professor at Yale, pegs the cur- 
rent number of nuclear weap- 
ons held by the U.S. and Russia 
at about 2,500 each. This is 
more than enough to end life 
on Earth as we know it. 
In an interview with The Real 
News Network in May, Schell 
put Obama's highly-touted and 
dramatic declarations of peace 
and security into perspective. 
Though the plan may bring the 
arsenal on either side down to 
about l,500(stillplenty),theend 
goal is short-term. According to 
Schell, "There's a vast distance 
between the promise of a world 
free of nuclear weapons and the 
kinds of things that |Obama|'s 
committed himself to." 
Much of the problem contin- 
ues to be with Obama's mean- 
ingless rhetoric. It sounds nice 
enough but, as evidenced by 
his presidency so far, doesn't 
amount to anything sub- 
stantial. In the beginning 
of his speech to the General 
Assembly, Obama said the 
expectations of him are rooted 
"in hope — the hope that real 
change is possible, and the 
hope that America will be a 
leader in bringing about such 
change." 
Unfortunately, Obama sim- 
ply has a more delicate way of 
phrasing threats Bush might 
have made on horseback, gun- 
slinging and drunk on whiskey. 
Says Obama, a world in which 
"United Nation's demands are 
ignored will leave all people 
less safe" and if Iran and North 
Korea fail to abide by these 
Internationa] standards, though 
he "respect |s| their rights as 
members of the community 
of nations," they "must be held 
accountable." 
Like Bush, Obama has little 
interest in addressing whatever 
grievances our enemies might 
hold and even less interest 
in condemning allies of ours 
which may also be in supreme 
violation of international law. 
Imagine being the president 
of a fairly powerless state (Iran). 
Imagine a neighboring state 
(Israel) is nuclear-equipped 
but not a signatory of the NPT 
and enjoys the full backing of 
the world's greatest superpow- 
er (the U.S.) which routinely 
makes threats toward you. I 
have no interest in arguing for 
Iran's right to have a nuclear 
weapon, but when it's written 
out like that it isn't hard to see 
why Ahmadinejad might be 
paranoid. 
Obama continued the speech 
in much the same way, address- 
ing concerns of world peace, 
environmental stability and a 
strong global economy. Obama 
promised in the beginning of 
the speech that he would not 
apologize for defending U.S. 
interests and he managed to 
avoid t hat completely. He closed 
the speech by urgingthe nations 
of the world to move forward 
and find common ground, rath- 
er than "bicker about outdated 
grievances." 
In order for the world to truly 
move forward, however, Obama 
must make certain apologies. 
Doubtlessly he would be ripped 
apart by pundits for high- 
lighting failures of the United 
States — failures of "good faith" 
nuclear disarmament and our 
routine condemnation of states 
which violate U.N. resolutions 
while callously vetoingany con- 
demnation that comes our own 
way. 
The process of peace begins 
with admissions of grievances 
well-known to the internation- 
al community, still virtually 
unspoken by U.S. politicians 
and media. If the United States 
wants to truly claim a position 
asthe guiding light of the world, 
it must move beyond Obama's 
flowery rhetoric and into the 
territory of actually making a 
difference. 
Respond lo Kyle at 
theiieuis@bgneivs.com 
CALLING ALL COLUMNISTS 
AND CARTOONISTS!!!! 
_Need a place to voice your opinions? The 
Forum section is looking for more people like 
you to write columns and illustrate for us. 
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com, 
call us at 419-372-6966, 
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
* 
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BLOGGING 
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ARCHIVES 
Miss something? Find 
articles and columns 
since 2000. 
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Comment on stories and 
columns, or send a letter 
to the editor 
MULTIMEDIA 
Podcasts. audio 
slideshows and video 
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Obama urges new era of engagement around the world 
By Ban Feller 
The Associated Press 
NEW YORK — In a blunt chal- 
lenge to his nation's critics, 
President Barack Obama says 
world leaders who once accused 
the United States of actingalone 
must now join with him to solve 
global crises rather than "wait 
for America" to lead. 
It is Obama's first address to 
the UN. General Assembly, and 
he is seeking to set a new tone in 
U.S. relations — one that sepa- 
rates his administration from 
the unilateralism of his prede- 
cessor, George W. Bush, which 
alienated many nations. 
"Those who used to chastise 
America for acting alone in the 
world cannot now stand by 
and wait for America to solve 
the world's problems alone," 
Obama said in White House 
excerpts of the address that car- 
ried a remarkably blunt tone. 
In essence, Obama's mes- 
sage is that he expects plenty in 
return for reaching out. 
"We have sought in word and 
deed a new era of engagement 
with the world," Obama said, 
echoing the cooperative theme 
he promised as a candidate and 
has since used as a pillar of his 
foreign policy. "Now is the time 
for all of us to take our share of 
responsibility." 
He said if the world is honest 
with itself, it has fallen woefully 
short. 
"Extremists sowing terror in 
pockets of the world," Obama 
said. "Protracted conflicts that 
grind on and on. Genocide and 
mass atrocities. More and more 
nations with nuclear weapons. 
Melting ice caps and ravaged 
populations. Persistent poverty 
and pandemic disease." 
The president added, "I say 
this not to sow fear, but to state 
a fact: the magnitude of our 
challenges has yet to be met by 
the measure of our action." 
Obama's speech is the center- 
piece of a day in which he was 
also holding pivotal meetings 
with the new lapanese prime 
minister, Yukio Hatoyama, 
and Russian President Dmitry 
Medvedev. 
ENOCHWU , iMBGNEWS 
CREATING A DIALOGUC: In this BG Now die photo. President Obama speaks at the Toledo- 
lucas County Library Mam Branch during his campaign lor the presidency m October 2008. 
Immersed in a packed agen- 
da here, Obama foreshadowed 
his message to world leaders in 
a speech Tuesday to the Clinton 
Global Initiative. He spoke 
of nations interconnected by 
problems, whether a flu strain 
or an economic collapse or a 
drug trade that crosses bor- 
ders. 
"lust as no nation can wall 
itself off from the world, no one 
nation — no matter how large, 
no matter how powerful — can 
meet these challenges alone," 
Obama said. 
While that point is hardly 
new, it is sharper because of 
the political context. Obama 
follows Bush, who at times 
questioned the U.N.'s tough- 
ness and credibility, par- 
ticularly in containing Iraq's 
Saddam Hussein. The U.S.-U.N. 
relationship wilted. 
NATIC 
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Obama adviser Hospital cited; New Famed Hope White House seeks Democrats nix plan Families hope to 
gets high-profile York doctor refused Diamond goes on accountability with to place pre-vote speak to US hikers 
Olympics advice to perform surgery public display education law health bill online detained in Iran 
WASHINGTON-A senior GARDEN CITY. NY. (AP)-A WASHINGTON-For the first WASHINGTON - Education WASHINGTON (AP) - Senate MINNEAPOLIS-The families 
adviser to the president is getting New York doctor's refusal to per- time, the famed and feared Hope Secretary Arne Duncan says the Finance Committee Democrats of three American hikers detained 
advice on Chicago's 2016 Olympics form brain surgery on a patient Diamond is on display au nature! Obama administration is committed have rejected a GOP amendment m Iran say they're encouraged 
bid dom a high-profile source. already under anesthesia - whose The world s largest blue diamond 
went on public display yesterday, 
for the first time without its ornate 
to the testing and school account- that would have required a health that Iranian President Mahmoud 
An administration official scheduled surgeon had failed to ability at the heart of the No Child overhaul bill to be available online Ahmadinejad (ah-muh-DEE'-neh- 
says Valerie Jarrett met with 
former British Prime Minister Tony 
show up - has led the state health Left Behind law championed by for 72 hours before the committee zhahd) has indicated he supports 
department to file violations against setting. former President George W Bush votes. leniency for their loved ones. 
Blair in New York Tuesday. Blair a Long Island hospital Called "Embracing Hope." the 
new setting will surround the star 
gem in a ribbon of white diamonds. 
It was chosen from three proposals 
In a speech prepared for delivery Republicans argued that trans- Ahmadinejad said m an 
helped secure the 2012 Olympics Officials say the 14 citations today, Duncan gives the law credit parency is an Obama administration Associated Press interview Tuesday 
for London when he met with could bring fines of 12,000 for each for shining a spotlight on kids who goal. They also noted that their that he would ask the country's judi- 
International Olympics Committee infraction. need the most help. constituents are demanding that ciary to expedite the process and 
members in 2005. North Shore University Hospital- in an online vote. No Child Left Behind pushes they read bills before voting to "look at the case with maximum 
leniency." Jarrett will join first lady Michelle Long Island Jewish Medical Center 
- Randolph E. Schmid (AP) schools to boost the performance of Democrats said it was a delay 
Obama in Denmark next week to suspended both surgeons and one minority and poor children, who lag tactic that could have postponed a Shane Bauer. Sarah Shourd and 
lobby the IOC on Chicago's behalf of them later retired. The patient their white peers on standardized vote for weeks. Josh Fattal have been held in Iran 
The official says Blair gave Jarrett later had the surgery. tests. for 55 days after apparently straying 
tips for navigating the IOC voting 
-LibbyOuaid.(AP) into Iran while hiking in northern 
process. Iraq's Kurdistan region in July. 
-Julie Pace (AP) 
• 
-Patrick Condon (AP) 
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SIDELINES 
BG Golfers win second tournament 
Sophomore Preston also 
wins the individual title 
MEN'S SOCCER 
Falcons fall to 
Wolverines   . 
Despite entering the half tied 
1-1 with No. 22 Michigan, the 
Falcons allowed 4 second 
half goals to lose their fifth 
game of the season. 5-1. Max 
Weston (pictured) scored the 
lone goal for the Falcons in 
the 11th minute on an assist 
from Jacob Lawrence. After 
the loss coach Eric Nichols is 
still looking for that elusive 
second win in his BG career. 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Bloq 
Be sure to log on to The BG 
News Sports Blog for con- 
tinued news and updates on 
your favorite Falcon teams. 
www.bgnewssports.com 
ONLINE 
The BG News 
Sports Twitter 
The BG News sports section 
has a Twitter feed. Be sure 
to log on while your favorite 
team is playing. We may have 
in-game updates. 
www.twitter.com/b9newssp0rts 
Today in 
Sports History 
l982—Bjorn Borg retires. 
1973-JimBakkenofthe 
St. Louis Cardinals sets an 
NFL record with seven field 
goals. 
1931— A round robin tour- 
nament amongst New York's 
three major league teams is 
conducted to raise money for 
the homeless. 
The List 
Boise State has only lost four 
games in the last two seasons 
since going undefeated in 
2006. Today we look at those 
losses: 
1.12/23/08: The 
Bronco's most recent loss. 
they fell 17-16 to TCU in 
the Pointsetta Bowl on a 
late touchdown run by the 
Horned Frogs. 
2.12/23/07: Boise went a 
full year between losses, this 
time they fell 41-38 to Eastern 
Carolina in the Sheraton 
Hawaii Bowl 
3.11/23/07: Colt 
Brennan and No 13 Hawaii 
defeated Boise State 39-27 to 
clinch the WAC title. 
4. 9/8/07: Boise lost the 
second game of their 2007 
season to Washington 24-10, 
arguably the worst game the 
Broncos have played in the 
last two seasons. 
5. ??/??/??: Perhaps this 
Saturday at the Doyt? Or 
maybe not. 
By Christopher Rambo 
Reporter 
In nine seasons at the helm of the 
BG's men's golf team, coach (tarry 
Winger has never experienced a 
start quite like this. 
Tuesday, his Falcons captured 
top honors in both the team and 
individual competitions at the 
liarl Yestingsmeier Intercollegiate 
hosted by Ball State, marking the 
second consecutive tournament 
in which the Falcons have taken 
tlrst in both categories. 
This week's victory was 
achieved on the strength of an 
incredible day, one which saw the 
Falcons fire rounds of 276 and 
280, enough to outclass the field 
by a whopping 14 shots while also 
breaking the school record for a 
team 36-holc score. 
"I can't say enough about how 
our guys played on that first day,'' 
said Winger. "In my time here, I've 
never had that big of a lead after 
two rounds. It was really special." 
On a day when only 11 rounds 
in the 80s were turned in, the 
Falcons had four of them, led by 
Drew Preston's tournament-win- 
ning rounds of 65-67. Preston's 
total of eight-under-par 132 was 
the lowest 36-hole individual 
score in BG history, breaking the 
old mark by four strokes. It also 
gave the sophomore a seeming- 
ly insurmountable seven-shot 
lead going into the final round 
Tuesday. 
"I put myself in great position 
all day,'' Preston said. "My short 
game and my putting were also 
phenomenal. My putting was 
what really made the difference." 
However, day two proved to 
be as difficult for the Falcons 
as day one was easy. Ominous 
signs began almost immediately 
when Preston came right out 
and made a messy double bogey 
at the first hole. Other members 
of the team also struggled out 
of the gate, and it would soon 
become apparent to Winger 
that the falcons were not sim- 
ply going to waltz their way to 
victory. 
"A lot of our guys really strug- 
gled on the second day," Winger 
said. "There was a lot more wind 
out there and many of the flags 
were tucked away in difficult 
locations." 
Nowhere was that struggle 
more evident than with the tour- 
nament leader Preston. After 
making the turn at plus-three, 
Preston saw his round really 
begin to implode with a horrid 
stretch of bogey-bogey-double 
bogey at holes 11-13. All of a 
sudden his seven-shot lead had 
been whittled down to almost 
nothing. 
"1 came out at the start of the 
day and did not play as aggres- 
sively as I did on clay one, which 
was big mistake," Preston said. "I 
also missed a lot of putts, which 1 
was making in round one." 
Hot on Preston's heels as the 
round drew near conclusion 
was his teammate, lohn Powers. 
Powers had been steady but 
not spectacular on the first day, 
posting rounds of 73-67 to posi- 
tion himself in third place going 
into Tuesday, eight shots behind 
Preston. 
"I thought it would take some- 
thing like a 64 to catch Drew 
IPrestonl," Powers said. "He 
played so well for the first two 
rounds that I didn't think any- 
one was going to catch him." • 
However, as Preston kept slid- 
ing backward, Powers — who 
had held his round together with 
a number of spectacular up-and- 
downs — suddenly found him- 
self right in the thick of tilings 
down the stretch before a bogey 
at the last hole took some life out 
of his chances. 
"1 knew that Drew wasn't play- 
ing well." Powers said. "But I 
didn't know how close 1 actu- 
ally was until the final couple 
of holes." 
See GOLF | Page 7 
What it takes to be No. 1 
Notes: Clawson aspires 
to be MAC's Boise State 
ENOCHWU    THE E 
GOAL ORIENTED: One ol Dave Qawson's goals when look over the program was lo get to the level Boise State has achieved 
By Andrew Harn«r 
Sports Editor 
Coming out of the Western 
Athletic Conference, No. 8 
Boise State is one of the premier 
non-BCS schools in the entire 
country. 
While at least one team from 
the Atlantic Coast Conference, 
Big East, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-10, 
Southeastern Conference are 
assured a spot in one of the 
six BCS bowls at the end of the 
season, Boise State has been 
in the race to bust into one of 
those games the past several 
years. 
They did just that in 2007, 
when they upset Oklahoma in 
the Fiesta Bowl in overtime. 
Already holding the No. 8 
ranking, the Broncos could be 
well on their way to playing 
in another BCS bowl this year, 
making Boise State the "poster 
child" for mid-major programs 
around the country. 
BG coach Dave Clawson said 
he would love to take the Falcons 
to that kind of level. 
"Certainly, our goal at 
some point is to be the IMid- 
American Conference] school 
that's looked at in that regard," 
Clawson said. "And if that's the 
way we want to be looked at, 
then we need to play games like 
this and test our mettle against 
programs that are established 
at that level." 
Clawson cited other success- 
ful mid-majors such as Utah, 
Texas Christian University and 
Brigham Young University as 
other schools he wouldn't mind 
emulating. 
Tight squeeze 
The Falcons are finding them- 
selves in a tight squeeze at the 
tight end position. 
Senior starter limmy Scheidler 
was announced as questionable 
for Saturday's game'at yester- 
day's weekly press conference 
because of an ankle injury he 
See NOTES | Page 7 
Offensive may be padding stats, 
but conservative attacks 
aren't producing wins 
"■•l <r ' 
Despite the Falcons' slow start, 
Saturday night has the potential 
to be one of the biggest nights 
in University athletic history. The 
football program will host its first- 
ever top-10 opponents this week- 
end when No. 8 Boise State comes 
lo town. 
Saturday will mark quarter- 
back Tyler Sheehan's 29th con- 
secutive start, and taking the field 
alongside Sheehan will be his pri- 
mary offensive weapon Freddie 
Barnes. Barnesand Sheehan were 
expected to have great chemistry 
as a senior duo and they have not 
disappointed. They can be found 
among the nation's statistical 
leaders in numerous categories. 
Barnes set the school record for 
receptions against Troy, only to 
break his own record two weeks 
later against Marshall. His 42 
receptions this season are more 
than he had in his entire injury- 
plagued 2008 season. The fact 
that Barnes leads the nation in 
receptions is something to be 
proud of. 
Unfortunately, Barnes' statis- 
tics are a little deceiving. No other 
receiverin thetop2.r> in receptions 
averages fewer yards per catch 
than Barnes. Tyler Sheehan is in 
a similar situation. Sheehan cur- 
rently ranks in the top 10 in the 
nation in passing yardage, pass 
attempts and completions, but 
Sheehan barely sneaks into the 
top 100 in yards per attempt. 
Coach Dave Clawson and his 
staff are running one of the most 
conservative offenses in the 
nation, while Sheehanand Barnes 
pad their stats. The Falcons' cur- 
rent offensive scheme seems to 
be waiting for their opponents to 
miss tackles or be in the wrong 
position. 
During the press conference 
before the Troy home opener, 
Clawson talked about the Falcons 
operating a more balanced attack 
this season. While Willie Geter 
has emerged as an every down 
back, he has only carried the ball 
38 times through three games. 
He has made the most of those 
opportunities, by averaging 4.7 
yards per carry. 
Clawson seems to be empha- 
sizing the fundamentals and pre- 
venting turnovers, but short yard- 
age routes like screen passes are 
no substitute for a running game. 
I challenge you to find a team 
that wins games on a regular 
basis when their leading receiver 
See COLUMN | Page 7 
RUNNING BY: Doug Martin maneuvers around a defender during week two ol the 2009 season. 
NIK BJUSTR0M I THE ARBlltR 
Boise running backs ready to 
step up in Harpers absence 
Kirk Bell 
The Arbiter 
When somebody drops the flag, 
it's good to know that there is 
another dedicated ally right 
behind to help march forward. 
Boise State's sophomore run- 
ning back/nickel back/kick 
returner Doug Martin is now 
in the role that he had origi- 
nally anticipated for himself. 
With the fall of up-and-coming 
junior running back D.J. Harper 
late in the fourth quarter 
against Fresno, new doors have 
opened up for Martin. Harper 
is believed to have a torn ACL, 
a season ending blow for any 
athlete. 
But Martin is no slouch. His 
multidimensional facade is bal- 
anced by playing all three team 
aspects of the game: offense, 
T 
defenseand special teams. With 
the fall of a comrade, Martin 
can now focus on what brought 
him to become a Bronco in the 
first place: running the rock. 
"|BSU head coach Chris 
Petersenl asked me to be a team 
player," Martin said. "He thinks 
that I'm a team player and that's 
See BOISE | Page 7 
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College football Hall of Fame 
leaving South Bend for Atlanta 
Tom Coyne 
ll.f Associated Press 
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — The 
College Football Hall of Fame, 
which never managed to attract 
the number of visitors its orga- 
nizers hoped for after moving it 
to South Bend in 1995, is being 
moved to Atlanta to bring it 
more exposure, organizers told 
the city. 
The National Football 
Foundation notified the city of 
South Bend in a letter Tuesday 
that it is terminating its agree- 
ment with the city when its cur- 
rent lease ends on Dec. 31,2010. 
"We take this action not 
because of any failure on your 
part, but because we have an 
opportunity to take the expo- 
sure of the Hall of Fame to an 
entirely new level," wrote Archie 
Manning, chairman of the 
National Football Foundation 
and the College Football Hall 
of Fame. 
South Bend Mayor Stephen 
Ijiecke said yesterday that he 
met with football foundation 
officials on Tuesday and they 
told him that the move would 
be announced at a news confer- 
ence today in Atlanta. College 
Football Hall of Fame officials 
did not return telephone mes- 
sages from The Associated Press, 
but issued a statement thanking 
the city of South Bend for its 
support. 
"The painstaking decision to 
move the College Football Hall 
of Fame to Atlanta is made with 
regret but also in the knowledge 
that the new venue will pro- 
vide the Hall an unprecedented 
opportunity to grow," the hall 
said in a statement. 
A spokesman for the National 
Football Foundation, Phil 
Marwill, declined to comment 
immediately. He did not respond 
to further messages seeking 
comment. 
I.ueckesaidhewastoldagroup 
in Atlanta had put together an 
impressive package, "including 
some sponsorships that we were 
never able to develop here in 
South Bend." 
The hall moved to South Bend 
from Kings Mills. Ohio, in 1995 
to take advantage of its proxim- 
ity to Notre Dame. Supporters 
predicted it would attract more 
than 150,000 visitors a year, hut 
it drew about 113,000 people 
the first year and about 60,000 
annually after that. 
"I think they feel being in a 
larger city perhaps will give 
them better exposure," l-uecke 
said. "It was a business deci- 
sion on the part of the National 
Football Foundation." 
I.uecke said he was "deeply 
disappointed" by the founda- 
tion's decision, but not surprised 
considering the number of com- 
munities that have courted the 
hall in the past. 
"The hall has been a great 
asset for our community. It has 
provided national exposure for 
us and it's contributed to the 
revitalization of South Bend," he 
said. 
I.uecke said foundation offi- 
cials had expressed frustration 
to him when some community 
members and city officials had 
complained lhat the hall was a 
financial drain. The city owns 
the building that houses the 
hall. 
GOLF 
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Powers' final round of 71 was 
the lowest of any Falcon Iuesday 
and proved to be just what was 
needed to secure a six-shot vic- 
tory for the team. 
"Honestly, all day I was just 
focused on how I could help 
our team rather than trying to 
chase down Drew," said Powers, 
who would finish second with a 
total of plus-one. "F.ven though I 
didn't win, I was happy to make 
the contribution I did." 
With his round quickly slip- 
ping away from him, Preston 
knew he needed to make some- 
thing happen as he approached 
the reachable par-5 15th. 
"1 knew that I was now in dan- 
ger of losing the tournament," 
Preston said. "Going to 15,1 felt 
that I had to make four." 
After hitting his second into a 
greenside bunker, Preston got up- 
and-down for his much-need- 
ed birdie, which enabled him 
to come to 18 with a two-shot 
lead over Powers. After driving 
his ball into the trees, Preston 
laid up to about 100 yards and 
then stuffed his approach shot 
to within two feet. After a long, 
hard day he could finally begin 
to taste his first collegiate vic- 
tory. 
Preston strolled up to the 
green and calmly tapped in the 
putt, giving him solo first place 
with a three round total of one- 
under-par. 
"I kind of have mixed emotions 
because I did play so bad during 
the final round," Preston said. 
"But the big thing 1 will take out 
of this week is that I was able to 
weather the storm and come out 
on top. This will be a huge confi- 
dence booster for me." 
"I'm just so proud of Drew and 
of our whole team," Winger said. 
'It was not easy on the final day, 
but our guys hung tough and 
stuck it out. We realize we have 
a long way to go, but we are just 
going to take tonight and enjoy 
this one." LINING IT UP: John Powers lines up a putt earlier ihis season 
BOISE 
From Page 6 
what 1 am — a team player." 
Martin wears multiple masks 
for the Broncos as a way to find 
playing time that would usually 
be filled with more experienced 
teammates. 
Harper and fellow junior run- 
ning back leremy Avery have 
paid their dues and become a 
sort of dynamic duo during the 
Bronco's first three outings. They 
have combined for 563 total 
yards and averaged 6.3 yards 
per carry. Harper and Avery are 
nearly identical down the state 
sheet on rushing. 
Martin currently has two 
touchdowns on the ground and 
has averaged 3.9 yards per carry 
on 10 touches through three 
games. 
One would think that the 
change might affect the play 
calling. Head coach Petersen 
believes that Martin's athleti- 
cism could be a good fit in the 
absence of Harper. 
"I hope Ithe running gamel 
doesn't change," Petersen said. 
"I hope that now Doug and 
leremy are the one-two punch 
that we've been talking about 
all along. Hats off to Doug 
Martin, and I've been saying 
that all along. We've moved 
him to defense and now we 
need him back on offense and 
the guy doesn't bat an eye. 
Whatever he can do to get onto 
the field and help us win he's 
willing to do it." 
Martin is slotted as the sec- 
ond running back, sharing sec- 
ond duties with junior nickel 
back Jason Robinson behind 
junior Winston Venable and as 
a kick returner beside junior 
wide receiver Titus Young. 
Martin averaged 45.3 yards on 
three returns. He recorded a 
77 yard return against Fresno 
State last week during the 
Bronco's 51-34 victory over the 
Bulldogs. 
Martin also has seven tack- 
les this season for BSU. 
The Harper Factor 
Losing Harper removes a 
crucial piece of the rushing 
puzzle at BSU. He leads the 
team with three rushing touch- 
downs and 284 yards. The look 
that Harper/Avery production 
brought allowed for one to feed 
off of the other. Harper aver- 
aged 94.7 yards per game to 
Avery's 93.0 and Harper had 44 
carries through three games 
to Avery's 45 yards per game. 
Each has a long rush over sixty 
yards this season: Avery with 
74-yard and Harper with 60- 
yard scampers, respectively. 
"It's really hard. I Idon'tl like 
that one bit," Avery said, fol- 
lowing the Fresno State game 
last Friday."... He's a good back 
and I know I need him. It's kind 
of hard that he went down. 
But we've got to move forward. 
We've got a couple more games 
ahead of us that we've got to 
look forward to. So, hopefully 
he'll be back and we can move 
forward." 
The coaches don't believe 
Harper will be back. He under- 
went an MM Monday after- 
noon to get a better prognosis 
of the injury. 
"D.J., we think, is going to 
be out for the year," Petersen 
said. "We think he's got a 
torn ACL and our doctors are 
pretty convinced.... They are 
usually not wrong on those 
things." 
The Broncos are already look- 
ing ahead with Harper in mind. 
They believe he should be able 
to retain his junior athletic sea- 
son with an injury this early 
in the football season. Petersen 
has faith in the medical staff 
that takes care of the injured 
athletes. 
"It's very hard. It's hard on 
all of us," Petersen said. "It's 
hard on our offense. It's hard 
on D.I. But that's football and 
the silver lining in this whole 
thing is that we think we're 
going to get his year back. And 
with ACI.s and the great work 
that Dr. (George] Wade and 
his staff do, he should be com- 
ing back just as good, if not 
stronger, than before." 
Wade is the founder of the 
Idaho Sports Medicine Institute 
located at the southeast cor- 
ner of Bronco Stadium in Boise, 
Idaho. He has been a team phy- 
sician for local athletes on the 
high school and collegiate level 
since 1979. 
Updates from Harper follow- 
ing his prognosis will be made 
available at aroiteronline.com 
when more details have been 
released. 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
ESPN BracketBuster pools released 
In the eighth annual BracketBuster event, which takes place the weekend of February 
19-20. the BG men's basketball team will be the away team with their opponent to be 
announced on February 1st 
01 the 49 games to take place that weekend. 11 will be aired on the ESPN family ol 
networks and will give teams an opportunity to play another non-conference opponent 
three week belore selection Sunday 
Last season BG lost their BracketBuster to Canisius, 71 -66 in overtime at Anderson 
Arena. 
The pool of 98 teams was released yesterday, and featured 12 Mid-American 
Conference teams 
check us out online @ 
BG Views 
.com 
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Fn 
touches the ball more often 
than their starting running 
back. 
I realize that I am merely a 
columnist and not a football 
coach. Like most fans, I have 
the benefit of waiting until the 
day after the game and playing 
the role of the Monday morn- 
ing quarterback. 
Nevertheless, one thing 
that Clawson and 1 both have 
access to though are the statis- 
tics. I look at the fact that Boise 
State features one of the most 
balanced offensive attacks in 
the country, averaging 427.3 
yards and 39.3 points per game 
and I have a good idea why 
they are 3-0. 
In order for the Falcons to 
hand Boise State just theirfifth 
loss since 2006, they are going 
to need a balanced attack along 
with the continued stellar play 
of Barnes and Sheehan. 
lust don't expect Boise State 
to miss many tackles or line up 
in the wrong position. 
SPORTS 
BRIEF 
Students required to 
pick up tickets 
Due to an expected near full- or full- 
capacity crowd, advance ticket pick-up 
is being required for all University stu- 
dents wishing to attend the BG-Boise 
State home football game. 
Students are still being admitted 
for free, but both a ticket and a BGSU 
Student ID will be required for entry at 
the gate on game day. Only one ticket 
can be picked up per student 
Tickets can be picked up at the 
Union information desk from 8 a.m. to 
1150 p m today and tomorrow 
NOTES 
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sustained against Marshall, 
despite being listed atop the 
depth chart. 
The player BG planned to 
back him up with is freshman 
DeMark Jenkins. 
But lenkins sustained an 
arm injury against Marshall 
and had surgery yesterday. 
"When, limmy went down, 
DeMark was goi ng to go in and 
the very next kick return he got 
hurt," Clawson said. 
More time 
Freshman defensive line- 
man Carlos Tipton is expected 
to see more action after his 
performance last weekend 
against Marshall. 
"He's been playing better.'' 
Clawson said. 
lunior Darius Smith was 
not 100 percent healthy for 
that game, allowing Tipton 
to see his playing time 
increased. 
In the game. Tipton record- 
ed four tackles, including one 
for a loss. 
Against Missouri the week 
before, Tipton recovered a 
fumble. 
Orange turf? 
Boise State is the only foot- 
ball team in the country not 
to play on grass or green turf, 
instead having special blue 
turf. 
While a rule change would 
prevent BG from ever install- 
ing orange turf at Doyt Perry 
Stadium, Boise State coach 
Chris Pedersen said it would 
be an interesting color to play 
on — in Boise. 
"Well, we have orange in our 
colors too," Petersen said. "So 
maybe we'll switch our field 
one day to orange and try it 
out." 
ty Supports 
AUTISM SPEAKS 
It's time to listen. 
AUTISM SPEAKS' 
WALK NOW 
FOR AUTISM 
'■■,'., 
nil 111 
5k Walk around Bowling Green Campus 
Saturday - September 26th 
$10 per Participant 
It all starts at the Alpha Xi Delta house: 
220Thurstin Ave. 
Registration begins @ 9:30am 
Walk begins® 10:00am 
All proceeds go to Autism Speaks Organization 
Anybody is welcome to participate! 
(Students. Faculty. Friends, & Family! 
We thank you for your support! 
N FOCUS ONE TOPIC. ONCE A MONTH. MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES. 
Thursday September 24.20098 
One hundred years of University history 
II may be hard lo believe, bin the 
University was hen before we arrived. 
IVvo hundred years ago. the land the 
University is sitting on was nothing 
more than a swamp. 
Ninety years ago. the University, 
which was actually a normal college 
at die time, only offea-d one degree, 
education, and all classes were in one 
building. 
Up until the 1970s, women had to 
wear skirls or dresses to class, no matter 
the temperature or wind. There were 
also visiting hours and lights out in 
the dorms, which were separated by 
gender. 
A lot has changed since then. 
This month's In I < in is is taking a 
look at those changes, bodi good and 
bad We're looking at the history of die 
University, and how we went from 
Bowling Cireen Normal College in 1914 
to Bowling Green State University in 
2009. • 
The University has a history. It's been 
99 years since Bowling Green officially 
became the home of die new state 
normal school. But I find, when I'm 
miming from class to class (in jeans) or 
scrambling to finish a paper, it's easy to 
forget that history. It's easy to become 
so focused on what 1 have to do that I 
forget I'm part of something much big- 
ger than my four-year degree. 
On May 10,2010, die University turns 
100. Hopefully, as we don party hats 
and singAyZiggy-Zoomba, we can step 
back from die bustle of our individual 
lives and remember exactly what it is 
we're celebrating 
PEOPLE ON 
THE STREET 
If you could make any rule for 
campus, what would it be? (See 
story on page 9.) 
"No bikes. I had a 
friend who was stand- 
ing in the parking lot 
and some guy 
sideswiped her." 
DESTINY BARBER, 
Sophomore. 
Undecided 
"Everybody needs to 
spend a half-hour a 
day outside. There are 
too many lazy people" 
DANIEL LARRY, 
Sophomore, 
VCT 
"I wish I could walk 
around in my under- 
wear so everybody 
could see my body." 
SCOTT SANVILLE. 
Junior. 
Musical Theater 
"Make it mandatory 
for teachers to give 
As. so students can 
succeed and prosper." 
LIZDOWDELL. 
Sophomore, 
Biology 
"Park anywhere, first 
come first serve. Lot 
12 is miles and miles 
away." 
SHANE MAHONEY, 
Sophomore, 
Sports Marketing 
Have your own take on today's People On      N 
The Street? Or a suggestion for a question?    Lvc 
Give us your feedback at bgviews.com. 
ILLUSTRATION BY AARON PICKENS    THE BGNSiVS 
From the Black Swamp to a state university 
By K.itr Snyiior 
Managing Editor 
When early settlers of Bowling 
Greendrained the BlackSwamp. 
they didn't know part of the land 
would one day support a uni- 
versity. 
Bowling Green citizens orga- 
nized to drain the swamp in the 
1850s, said Mike McMastcr, edu- 
cation programs coordinator 
at the Wood County Historical 
Museum. They dug ditches to 
run the swamp into rivers and 
creeks emptying into Lake Erie. 
By the turn of the century, the 
Black Swamp was gone, just in 
time for Bowling Cireen to apply 
to be the location of a new "nor- 
mal" college. 
In 1910, Ohio passed the Lowry 
Normal School Bill, allowing for 
the construction of two normal, 
or teaching, colleges, one each in 
Northeast and Northwest Ohio. 
Sixteen Northwest towns 
originally applied, including 
Bowling Green. 
"Any town of any size want- 
ed to have a college," said Gary 
Hess, a history instructor on 
campus. "It would have been a 
boom to whatever town got it." 
Liter that year, a vote to deter- 
mine which Northwest town 
would receive the new school 
went 3-2 against Van Wert, 
Ohio. 
Bowling Green, a former 
swampland, won (the school 
in Northeast Ohio eventually 
became Kent State University). 
"It was a close vote," Hess said. 
"ItcouldhavebeenVanWertState 
University linstead of Bowling 
Green State Universityl." 
Before the lowry bill, only a 
few of the bigger schools, includ- 
ing Ohio State Univefsity and 
Miami University, offered train- 
ing in teaching. With the addi- 
tion of two normal colleges, 
more teachers could receive 
more training. 
Nearly all of Bowling Green's 
first students were education 
majors. 
"Ohio was moving away from 
one-room schoolhouses toward 
school districts," McMaster said. 
"They wanted a higher-trained 
teaching staff." 
Education at the new college 
began before the buildings were 
even built. Hess said the Armory 
building in downtown Bowling 
Green housed makeshift class- 
rooms, and classes weren't actu- 
ally held on campus until a year 
after the college opened. 
Those early students num- 
bered in the hundreds. Hess said 
enrollment'didn't reach 1,000 
students until 1930. 
After that year, enrollment 
hovered around 800 or 900 stu- 
dents until the end of World War 
II, when veterans going to col- 
lege caused another spurt. 
And in the late 1960s, baby 
boomers surged enrollment to 
more than 10,000. 
By then, the normal college 
wasauniversity, but the'normal' 
wasn't dropped from the name 
until 1929, the same year the 
school began offering a Bachelor 
of Arts and Sciences degree. 
"President Williams thought 
the 'normal' inhibited Bowling 
Green," Hess said, explaining 
the reason for the name change. 
According to "The History of 
Bowling Green State University," 
written by lames Overman in 
1967, Williams and other facul- 
ty members thought the name 
should be changed so more 
programs and courses could be 
added to appeal to more stu- 
dents and meet the expanding 
needs of Northwest Ohio. 
Williams, Overman and rep- 
resentatives from Kent State 
Normal College, who also want- 
ed to broaden the programs for 
their students, met and drafted 
a bill of the changes. 
The bill passed that summer, 
and the city of Bowling Green no 
longer boused a normal college. 
But Bowling Green State 
College didn't become a univer- 
sity until 1935, with the addi- 
tion of the College of Business 
Administration and a Master of 
Arts program. 
"When you could take busi- 
ness courses, it became more 
than just a teaching college," 
McMaster said. "It became a 
university, then a state univer- 
sity." 
By the Numbers 
Early enrollment (including enroll- 
ment for the first summer term) 
■ 1914-1915:304 students 
■ 1915-1916:403 students 
■ 1916-1917: 274 students 
■ 1917-1918: 257 students 
Source. "The History of Bowling 
Green State University." by James 
Overman 
Recent enrollment 
Fall semester. 15-day count 
■ 2005:15.960 students 
■ 2006:15.961 students 
■ 2007:15.484 students 
■ 2008:14,734 students 
Source: Office of Institutional 
Research 
Construction from the ground up 
By Allison Borgclt 
Reporter 
l£t'sgo back in time. 
Let's go back to the University 
campus of old, where cows served 
as school supplies, the Union was a 
log cabin and elementary students 
came to the student teachers, and 
not the other way around. 
Let's go back to yesteryear, when 
the University was just beginning 
to grow, spreading its roots to form 
a foundation that would eventu- 
ally support 100 years of higher 
education. 
Imagine Bowling Green in 1914. 
See BUILDINGS I Paqe 9 
PHOTO PROVIDED BY 1HE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ARCHIVAL COLLECTIONS 
ARMORY: In 1914. the year the University opened, all classes were held in the Armory 
(above) m downtown Bowling Green 
THE 
UNIVERSITY 
SEAL: 
A SYMBOL 
OF THE 
SCHOOL 
Sources: the 
University Web site 
and "The History of 
Bowling Green State 
University."by James 
Overman 
Tne University SMI WM 
tormar peofassor Laon WHMIUW. 
Formattad aftar fat stata M*I of 
Ohio, it I. dMdad into four 
ports: a mountain rang*, a sun, a 
bundb of 17 arrows ana a tnaiaf 
of whoat Around VVlnalow'i 
octainjM d*j i ton. tn# wordi 
-Bo-ling SooV. Stata Norm.! 
Colsaa wan printad Tht taal 
now roads "Bowling Groan Stata 
UnivsjrsHy." Aiong with the 
won*ng. savaral other changes 
wont made. A budutve and a 
carnation (rho stata trao and 
flower of Ohio) war. added, and 
tntm won) MM ntwtQT cn*now 
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BEING A WOMAN AT BGSU BEFORE 1970 
In the earty days of the University, women had to follow more stringent rules than men 
By Hannah Sparling 
In Focus Editor 
For more than 50 years, Connie 
went lo college. 
Beginning in 1918, an orga- 
nization called the Association 
of Women Students had a 
handbook called Connie goes 
to college, which outlined the 
do's and don'ts of college life 
for women. The handbooks, 
which are still available in the 
University archives, were full of 
rules for nearly every occasion, 
ranging from a dress code and 
visiting hours to guidelines for 
serenading. 
Every female student at the 
University was automatically a 
member of AWS until it was 
disbanded in 1971, said Roz 
Sibielski, a graduate assistant 
teacher in culture studies. 
Sibielski said AWS had such 
a detailed handbook because 
higher education for women 
was relatively new, and college 
women wanted to prove they 
belonged. 
"Certainly in 1918 just admit- 
ting women to college was sort 
of a controversial move," she 
said. "There was also the idea 
that female students on cam- 
pus were going to be trouble 
and were going to cause a dis- 
traction. Their conduct was 
under a microscope." 
Sibielski said men did have 
their own handbook, but was 
not nearly as stringent as AWS's 
Connie goes to college. 
"There were different rules 
that applied because there were 
different concerns about the 
male students," she said. "They 
were given more freedom as far 
as coming and going." 
The AWS handbook was also 
not unique to the University. 
Sibielski said it was common at 
any co-educational school. 
Even though some of the 
rules in the women's did seem 
to discriminate against women, 
Sibielski said AWS representa- 
tives actually voted on the rules 
and the punishments them- 
selves. She said the University 
had  some  pre-set rules  for 
"Certainly in 1918 just admitting women to 
college was sort of a controversial move. 
There was also the idea that female students 
on campus were going to be trouble" 
Roz Sibielski I Grad Assistant in Culture Studies 
women, but for the most part 
AWS wrote the book. 
"The idea was to have women 
students sort of govern them- 
selves," she said, "That way it 
seemed less like the University 
trying to control behavior. 
"Particularly in the early peri- 
od, there was a sense that the 
rules were a good thing. I think 
it was normal for people to see 
them as rules that should be 
followed." 
Katharine Schneider, who 
graduated from the University 
in 1954 with a degree in ele- 
mentary education, said for the 
most part she and her friends 
followed the rules just because 
of the way they were raised. 
"I don't remember anybody 
I know who didn't follow the 
rules," she said. "It never would 
have occurred to us." 
Schneider did say she 
thought some of the rules were 
ridiculous, however (such as 
President Frank Prout's rule 
that female students could not 
ride in cars unless they were 
with a parent or guardian). 
"We thought at the time it 
was about the dumbest thing 
we ever heard," Schneider said. 
"|But] it's kind of funny now, 
when you think about today." 
Overall, even though they 
were definitely more strict than 
the guidelines today, Schneider 
said the rules did not deter- 
mine her experience at the 
University. They were there, but 
they weren't what she focused 
on. 
"It was a delightful time," she 
said. "The rules really, I guess, 
didn't bother us. We just accept- 
ed them." 
Over time though, stu- 
dents grew tired of the rules 
and the double standard for 
women, said Gary Hess, a his- 
tory instructor at the University. 
The rules were rigid until the 
late '60s, early 70s, he said, bin 
at that time students starting 
protesdng the ones they found 
unfair. 
The protests against the rules 
were "big affairs," Hess said. For 
example, students would get 
together in large groups and 
march toward the president's 
house with petitions, tying up 
traffic and drawing attention. 
"You do have a good deal of 
student unrest in the 1960s, 
early 70s, on campus," he 
said. "The battle was always 
over reducing restrictions on 
women." 
Hess said at the time of the 
protests, the University was 
considered one of the most con- 
servative schools in the state. 
"BG was generally consid- 
ered to be pretty restrictive 
for a state university," he said. 
"Overall the restrictions here 
were tighter than at Kent or 
Ohio University." 
Part of the reason for the 
University's conservative stance 
was just the culture of the town, 
Hess said, and part of it was 
because of Presidents Prout 
and Ralph McDonald. 
"They were quite conserva- 
tive, and determined to keep 
BG a safe place," he said. "That 
helped to trigger a student rev- 
olution." 
Hess said even after stu- 
dents started fighting the rules, 
change was still slow to come to 
the University. It started in the 
late '50s, and then accelerated 
in the '60s and 70s. 
"Bowling Green was sort of a 
step behind in terms of change," 
he said. "It wasn't overnight by 
any means." 
University women followed rules from a handbook called 'Connie goes to college' 
Story by Hannah Sparling | In Focus Editor 
For a number of years, the Association of Women Students at the University provided a handbook for women outlining the rules 
of college life. The handbooks in the Jerome Library archive collection, most of them called "Connie goe< to college." dated from 
1925 to 1970 Though there is variation in the wording and presentation over the years, there are very few content changes 
Below are some rules and quotes taken from the 1957-58 AWS handbook for women 
1. Women had to sign 
out if leaving their 
residence hall after 7 
p.m. 
If they didn't plan on going out. they 
had to sign in. 
'Whether you plan on staying in the 
dorm every evening or on being a social 
butterfly, you II need to know signing in 
and out' procedures." 
2. Women had to get 
special permission to 
spend the night some- 
where other than their 
assigned residence 
hall. 
To get permission for an "overnight." 
women had to fill out a triplicate form, 
one copy for the head resident, one 
copy for the hostess house mother and 
one for the office file. They also had to 
secure parental consent because, as the 
handbook states, "really, your permis- 
sions come from home" 
3. University "coeds" 
had to make sure their 
rooms were clean and 
ready for inspection 
every day by 10 a.m. 
"After being at home all summer. I m 
sure we can all agree that most mothers 
are too helpful Back to BG. with no one 
to press the outfit for next day's classes, 
clean the room, or hang up clothes" 
4. There were certain 
hours phone calls were 
allowed, and all calls, 
except long distance, 
were limited to five 
minutes. Phone calls 
were also not allowed 
during meals. 
"During a busy days activity, we all 
have realized how good it is to have a 
dinner hour free from campus business. 
Dining should be a pleasant experience 
for all at the table   Customary good 
table manners are a sure mark of a col- 
lege woman. 
5. Along with quiet 
hour restrictions, 
women students in 
1957 also had to follow 
"lights out" rules. 
" Lights out is another way of getting 
along. We are all guilty of sacrificing 
sleep when work (or play) gets heavy. 
With everyone going to bed at nearly 
the same time, the room has fewer 
problems (and busy coeds are glad to 
see bedtime come!)." 
Lights out for the 1957 class were as 
follows: 
Freshmen: Sunday through Thursday 
■ 11 p.m.. Friday and Saturday -1:15 a.m. 
Upperclasswomen Sunday through 
Thursday -• 12 a.m.. Friday and 
Saturday -1.15 a.m. 
6. Men were only 
allowed to visit female 
residence halls during 
certain hours. 
Another courtesy to your dorm- 
mates is having only certain hours for 
men callers to be in the lounge The girls 
of the dorm are entitled to some hours 
when they can wear robes to watch TV. 
or to come to the desk in pincurls." 
For the 1957 class, those hours were 
Daytime hours: Monday through 
Friday - 5 to 5 p m. Saturday -1 to 5 
p.m. 
Evening hours Monday through 
Thursday • 7 to 10 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday-7 to 1250 am. 
Sunday hours 1 to 10 p.m. 
7. University women 
had to follow the same 
guidelines when visit- 
ing men. 
"These same visiting hours apply to 
us. of course. We may visit fraternity 
houses at any time during these hours, 
if the head resident is there. BG gals 
do not visit the living quarters of men. 
or any private rooms, apartments, or 
houses where men are present without a 
recognized University chaperone" 
8. Women were cau- 
tioned against public 
displays of affection. 
"Many of us have the problem of for- 
getting that we're not in the privacy of 
our own home so far as romance is con- 
cerned. It's sufficient to say that extreme 
public love making is in very poor taste, 
and the girls who do the public neck- 
ing ne in the minority. There are other 
places to be romantic than in front of 
dormmates. and visitors and parents" 
9. The handbook also 
outlined a general 
dress code for women. 
Around campus and to 
class they were to wear 
skirts, sweaters and 
blouses, anklets and 
flats. 
"Are you bringing your Bermudas 
back to campus. coeds? They are going 
to be even mote popular than ever at 
BG this year - along with kilts and knick- 
ers - but these things, as well as jeans, 
slacks, and shorts, are not 10 be worn   - 
m classes, the Library, administrative    +t 
offices, or dining halls (except at break- ". 
fast and on Saturday, according to the 
individual dorm policy)." 
Infotmaiion and quoin r*ren fiom the Jerome 
library ceniei foi atchmlcoHea-om. AWS hand- 
book fot women Undents 'Come goes to college' 
Uth edition 
BUILDINGS 
From Page 8 
Construction was not yet com- 
pleted on campus, and the 
first University students were 
attending classes in the Ohio 
National Guard Armory on 
East Wooster Street. They had 
to cross the street to visit the 
library, which was housed in 
the Methodist Church's base- 
ment. 
The next year, the first build- 
ings on campus were opened, 
displaying the start of a layout 
design that would be followed 
(at least loosely) as the years 
progressed, said Steve Krakoff, 
associate vice president for 
capital planning and design at 
the University. 
"Everything was in grids, 
everything was along axes, 
everything was rectangular, 
which was very much in vogue 
at that time," Krakoff said. 
"There appears to have been a 
fairly conscious effort... to fol- 
low the grid pattern of the city." 
Williams and University 
halls were the first buildings 
constructed in the University's 
grid pattern. 
"Williams was actually the 
first one to be completed," said 
Gary Hess, a history instruc- 
tor. "The first students moved 
... into this building in the fall 
of that year, but also at that 
time University Hall, which 
was called the Administration 
Building, was also completed." 
University Hall initially 
housed the library, classrooms, 
PHOTO PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR ARCHIVAL C0UECT10NS 
UNION: The University's first union, from 1942 to 1958. was a log cabin called the nest.' 
It was eventually sold and moved to the American Legion Post in Portage. Ohio 
auditorium, and "special 
quarters for home econom- 
ics, industrial arts, and music," 
according to the BGSU Historic 
Campus Tour online. 
Moseley and Hanna Halls, 
which opened in 1916and 1921 
respectively, also contained 
special quarters, but they 
weren't solely for University 
students. 
"Moseley Hall was, of course, 
the science area," said Stephen 
Charter, head University archi- 
vist in the Center for Archival 
Collections. "They had cows in 
the basement." 
Charter said the cows were 
part of a class called "Milk and 
Dairy Products," in which stu- 
dents learned about the man- 
agement and sanitary produc- 
tion of milk. He said a course in 
farm animals was also offered, 
for which horses, cows, sheep 
and swine were available. 
Hanna Hall wasn't a home 
for four-legged creatures, but 
it was the stomping ground for 
lots of school-aged feet. 
"Hanna Hall was the teacher 
training school," Charter said. 
"The students from the city of 
Bowling Green ... came to (he 
University rather than the stu- 
dent teachers going out to the 
community, which was kind of 
unique." 
Also special to campus his- 
tory is the story of the first stu- 
dent union, a log cabin named 
the Falcon's Nest, which even- 
tually ended up in Portage. 
Constructed in the same 
location as today's Union, 
the Falcon's Nest was built in 
1942, according to the online 
tour. It was sold to the Portage 
American Legion and moved to 
Portage in 1955 when the stu- 
dent body outgrew its capacity. 
The building is still being 
used as Portage's VFW post on 
Main Street, Charter said. 
Hess said a second student 
union was completed at the 
same location in 1958, but by 
the 1990s it too had outlived its 
usefulness. The building was 
renovated and  reopened  in 
2002 as the Bowen-Thompson 
Student Union, according to 
the online tour. 
After World War II. the look of 
campus again changed when 
an increase in the number of 
students created a need for 
more housing, Hess said. 
"There were a lot of tem- 
porary buildings put up after 
World War II to house students 
who were coining In during 
that period." he said. "A lot of 
them were veterans and a lot of 
them were married." 
Temporary buildings pur- 
chased included barracks, 
metal huts and trailers, Charter 
said. 
The area of steel buildings 
set up behind the old football 
stadium was called Tin Pan 
Alley, and a cluster of trail- 
ers in the Overman Hall area 
was known as Falcon Heights, 
according to the online tour. 
Some married students and 
families were housed in metal 
buildings along North College 
Drive as well. 
Though there have been 
many changes to the look of the 
University over the years, Hess 
said he thinks a serious effort 
has been made to preserve the 
original buildings on campus. 
And even though he said some 
could use renovation, he is glad 
there has been a commitment 
to their traditions. 
"I think it's nice to preserve 
buildings that we can link to 
Bowling Green's origins, and 
we can do that with these 
buildings that arc part of the 
older campus," Hess said. 
Some old buildings... 
■ Saddlemire Student Services: 
completed in 1968; total cost 
- $1,935,000: The Saddemire 
Student Services building was 
once home to the University 
bookstore, a student financial 
aid office, the international 
student center, student gov- 
ernment offices and more: 
demolished in 2007 
■ Alice Prout Hall: com- 
pleted in 1955: total cost 
- $750,000; Alice Prout Hall 
was mainly used as a dormi- 
tory for women, though at 
times it was coed: demol- 
ished in 2001 
■ Natatorium completed in 
1958, total cost - $110,438; 
The Natatorium had a 35 feet 
by 35 feet swimming pool 
and seating for about 600 
people. NCAA and Olympic 
swim meets, performances, 
physical education classes 
and community swimming 
classes were all held in the 
building; demolished in 1979 
■ Ivy Hall: completed in 1904; 
total cost — not available; Ivy 
Hall was used by a shotgun 
manufacturer, an undergar- 
ment manufacturer, as a 
machine shop and as a 
chicken hatchery until it was 
purchased by the University 
in 1947. Once in University 
possession, trie building was 
used as a fraternity home and 
a residence hall for women; 
demolished in 1962 
And some new ones. 
■ Sebo Athletic Center: com- 
pleted in the spring of 2007; 
total cost -: The 33.500 
square foot center has a 
sports medicine and reha- 
bilitation facility, a strength 
and conditioning area, video 
equipment and a viewing 
room, athletic department 
offices and an outdoor pavil- 
ion ovedooking the Doyt 
Perry football field. 
■ Wolfe Center for the Arts: 
groundbreaking was April 25. 
2009; expected cost - $40 
million; Once completed, the 
Wolfe Center for the Arts will 
have a main stage, several 
additional theatres, a sound 
stage and production areas, 
an electronic recording studio, 
and several classrooms and 
offices 
■ Stroh Center: set to be 
completed in 2011; total cost 
-- $36 million; The Stroh 
Center will be the new home 
for the University basketball 
and volleyball teams. The 
Center will also be used to 
house public and campus 
events. 
Sources: BGSU Web Site. Center 
for Archival Collections' online 
Historic Campus Tour. BGSU 
Monitor 
Senior Portraits Next Week! 
Schedule your appointment now at 
www.myseniorportrait.com 
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NINE THINGS YOU SHOULD 
KNOW ABOUT BGSU 
Compiled by Hannah Sparling | In Focus Editor 
■In 1974. before there were 
* entire homecoming courts. 
University students elected 
the first male homecoming 
queen, senior Rick Morrow. 
1 
PHOTO FROM THE SCRAP800K Of MARTHA HARVEY PARQUETTE 
The first class to graduate from Bowling Green Normal College consisted of 
35 women. (The University only offered one degree, in education, and not 
many men at the time wanted to become teachers.) All 35 graduated on 
July 29.1915. with two-year degrees in education 
7* 
8 The 16 towns that originally 
applied to have a normal 
college were Arcadia, 
Bowling Green, Carey. 
Columbus Grove, Detphos, Findlay, 
Fostoria. Fremont. Grand Rapids, 
Leipsic. Lima. Napoleon. Perrysburg. 
Upper Sandusky. Van Wert and 
Wauseon. Findlay was dropped 
because it already had Findlay College 
(Kenton was later added to the list.) 
Napoleon, which was originally the 
favorite, was dropped because the 
town had too many saloons 
2 From 1914 to 1919. tuition at the University was free From 1920 to 1925. there 
was a $10 registration fee. According to "The History of Bowling Green State 
University.' by James Overman, the University's first president. Homer Williams, 
struggled to gam an education because of financial difficulties He kept tuition 
low for as long as he could because he didn't want his students to go through the same 
troubles 
3 
4 
In 1923. E C Powell, an industrial arts instructor, organized the first University 
marching band. The 20-member band, which happened to be all male, was 
made up of both students and faculty members. 
The University's mascot has not always been a falcon The falcon wasn't 
adopted until 1927 when it was chosen for its speed, ferociousness and courage 
Before that. University students were called the Bowling Green Normals. 
5 During the Great Depression, the University was almost shut down and turned 
into a mental institution More mental health facilities were needed in Ohio, 
and there was no money to build them. The University was chosen to make the 
switch because of its small size, but residents of Northwest Ohio protested the 
change and stopped it from taking place 
6 The unofficial fight song of the University. Ay Ziggy Zoomba. is actually a loose translation of a Zulu war chant. Gil Fox. a member of the Air Force during World War II. introduced the chant during a campus spirit assembly in 1946. and it has stuck with the campus ever since 
.       IF: 
PHOTOS PROVIDED BY THE UNIVERSITY 
CENTER FOR ARCHIVAL COUECTIONS 
9 In the 1920s, the 
University had an 
agriculture department 
that included classes 
like "Farm Animals." and "Dairying" 
Moseley Hall, which was the Science 
building at the time, even housed 
cows for the department. 
Sources Larv rVerss. Centennul Commission 
Co-Chan and Vop History of Bowling Green 
State University'by James Overman 
Alumni reflect on student life 
By Luda Polyakova 
Reporter 
To Gary Wittenmycr. one strik- 
ing difference between Bowling 
Green in the 1970s and now 
quickly comes to mind — the 
smell. 
"This is the time of year, right 
now, that you used to smell ketchup 
all through the town," Wittenmyer 
said 
When Wittenmyer attended 
the University, from 1971 to 1975. 
Bowling Green was home to a 
Heinz Ketchup plant, which is now 
the site of Heinz-Site Apartments 
on 710 N. Enterprise St 
"It was huge, and right next to 
campus, so they would hire a lot 
of students to do seasonal work,'' 
he said. "It was one of the biggest 
employers in Bowling Green at the 
time." 
With the University's centennial 
just around the comer, Wittenmyer is 
one of many community members, 
alumni, faculty and students looking 
back on a century of memories. 
A GROWING UNIVERSITY 
According to the University's 
archival collections Web site, in 
1910, Bowling Green was chosen 
to be the location for a teacher- 
training institution, or normal 
school. And while the University 
has added many other programs 
and specialties to its resume since 
then, a strong focus on education 
remains. 
"Bowling Green still has an 
emphasis on good teaching," said 
rJdrin Snyder, a retired professor at 
the University. "Personally, I have 
always enjoyed, and still enjoy 
teaching." 
Snyder has witnessed the 
University's evolution for 45 years. 
He has been teaching in the soci- 
ology department since the sum- 
mer of 1964. And though Snyder 
officially retired from full-time 
teaching in 1995, he has continued 
to teach both part-time and in the 
Honors Program to this day. 
Snyder said a main factor of 
change in the University was sim- 
ply the growing number of stu- 
dents. 
The University's first class in 1914 
had an enrollment of 304 students, 
according to BGSU's archival col- 
lection's Web site 
"It used to be much more inti- 
mate, and all the classes were 
smaller; you could know all of your 
students by name," Snyder said. 
"Now, during the last years of my 
full-time teaching I had 300 stu- 
dents in large lecture halls. Even 
the way in which you presented 
material had to be different" 
As the University grew in size, 
Sliyder said it lost some of its fam- 
ily-type atmosphere. 
"There is less socializing, I think. 
between the faculty," he said. 
"There used to be a faculty wives 
organization that would have 
bridge groups, recorder groups, 
maybe a gourmet group." 
STUDENT LIFE 
The community of Bowling 
Green has seen both change and 
growth since the University was 
established. But Wittenmyer, 
who is now a Bowling Green 
resident, said some things 
have remained the same. 
"Thursday was a big night (when I 
was a student]," he said. "Everyone 
started their weekend on Thursday 
night." 
As a student, Wittenmyer fre- 
quented a downtown hangout 
that remains popular today. 
"When I first started going to 
Howard's ICIub H], it was across the 
street where the [Wood County] 
Public Library is now," he said. 
"Actually, it was called Howard's 
Hotel with a bar down below." 
Wittenmyer said the bar did not 
come to be known as "Howard's 
Club H" until it moved to its cur- 
rent location. 
What students did in their 
free time has not changed 
drastically, Wittenmyer said. 
"There was a downtown scene that 
people would go to, and a campus 
scene with dances, movies," he 
said. "Things were just in different 
locations (than they are now)." 
Wittenmyer said the Union 
was a popular place for students 
to hang out Part of the original 
Union is still there, he said, but the 
current Union structure has been 
added on since he was a student. 
In addition to the structur- 
al changes, Wittenmyer said 
the food offered at the Union 
has changed for the better. 
"The Union then was more of a 
burger and fries place; they didn't 
offer the selection that we have 
now," he said. 
There was more to do than just 
study and eat at the Union. 
"There used to be a bowling alley 
>BGBU 
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1 Short snoozes 
2 Traveling away from home 
3 Very busy 
4 Pumpkin desserts 
5 Part of a line: Abbr. 
6 Bowler's challenges 
7 Opposite of neo- 
8 Source of iron 
9 Kiev is its cap. 
10 "Fire and Ram" singer/ 
songwnter James 
11 Vacuum _ 
12 Orchestra conductors, 39 Insurance company 
formally with Snoopy on its 
13 "Sounds about right blimp 
to me" 40 State cop 
ACROSS 
1 Places for chickens 
6 Teapot feature 
11 Roman 901 
14 Comics orphan 
15 Skier's jacket 
16 Youthful fellow 
17 London art museum, as it was 
formerly known 
19 Some MIT grads 
20 Extreme degrees 
21 LPGA teen phenom Michelle 
22 Tibet's capital 
24 "_ you ready for this?" 
25 Its seat is Jackson. Wyoming 
28 Oinker 
29 Proofs of age, briefly 
30 Ones making money 
31 Pointy-eared "Star Trek" guy 
33 Cookie holder 
34 Small jazz combo 
35 It shows a book's name, author, 
publisher, etc. 
18 Dumbfounded 
23 Big game tracker 
25 torch: patio light 
26 Twice-monthly tide 
27 Irene of "Fame" 
32 Radiologist's proce- 
dure, briefly 
33 Fast plane 
36 Norse thunder god 
37 "The _ Ranger" 
38 "Passages" author 
Sheehy 
39 Parts of the Rockies: Abbr. 
42 Boiling 
43 Kitchen allure 
47 Norse mariner Leif 
49 AT&T competitor 
51 King, in France 
52 Photographic memory 
54 Prickly chestnut case 
55 Blackmore's "__ Doone" 
56 Paul Bunyan's tool 
57 Piece of sausage 
58 Stock mkt. debut 
59 Multi-flavored ice cream 
63 Fire, to the French 
64 Actor Zimbalist Jr. 
65 ■_ the loneliest number": old 
song lyric 
66 Ambulance destinations, for 
short 
67 Goes bad. as milk 
68 Strolls in shallow water 
41 _ oxide: laughing 
gas 
44 Circled the earth 
45 Canadian cop 
46 Smooch that even 
misses the cheek 
48 Political candidate 
lineups 
49 Adages 
50 First symbol on a 
musical staff 
53 Supply party food for 
57 Pale-green moth 
60 ET's vehicle 
61 One-man show about 
Capote 
62 Use oars 
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and pool hall in the Union, too," 
Wittenmyer said. "You could take 
IxMling for credit and bowi right 
on campus. A lot of people would 
go for fun in the evenings too." 
LOOKING BACK 
Wittenmyer was a student at the 
University during a turbulent time 
— the Vietnam War. 
"This was a time that really 
affected students because they 
could be drafted before they even 
finished college," he said. 
University campuses nation- 
wide saw many protests and free 
speech demonstrations during 
this time. 
Particularly in the spring of 1972, 
Snyder said, Williams Hall served 
as a platform for free speech at the 
University. People would stand on 
the stairs and voice their opinions 
about the war. 
"It was exciting and a crowd 
atmosphere," he said. "Quite a few 
of the faculty were involved and 
very sympathetic." 
Snyder recalled a rally he attend- 
ed when Peter, Paul and Mary, a 
popular folk band of the '60s and 
70s, performed at the University 
in Anderson Arena. 
"At the intermission, someone 
had heard the radio broadcast in 
v/hich President Johnson made a 
sMtement that he would not run 
for re election," he said. "Since he 
had been associated with the war, 
when Peter Paul and Mary made 
the announcement, the gym just 
exploded. It was a very emotional 
moment." 
Snyder remembered another 
emotional event: the aftermath of 
the Kent State shootings in 1970. 
Although they nevermet, Snyder 
and Wittenmyer both grieved with 
the University community. 
"There was a candlelit march, 
and we went all over town singing 
'We Shall Overcome,'" Snyder said. 
"I wasa part of that," Wittenmyer 
said. "It was a peaceful protest to 
honor the students who were shot 
and killed." 
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across from Harshman 
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Help Wanted For Rent 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG News will not knowingly accept 
advertlsrmrnls that dlictlmlnalp. or 
encourage discrimination against any 
Individual or group on the hasls or race. 
sei. color, creed, religion, national origin. 
MIII.II orientation, disability status as a 
veteran, or on the basis of any other legally 
protected status. 
The BG News reserves the right to decline, 
discontinue or revise any advertisement 
such as those found to be deramatory. 
lacking In factual basis, misleading or false 
in nature All advertisements are sub)ect 
to editing and approval. 
City Events 
Hold em Poker 
Live action daily, tournaments on 
Saturday & Sunday at 1pm 
$30 buy-in, winner receives cash + 
tree seat in the $20,000 Northwest 
Poker Classic, Sept. 25th, 26th. 27th 
VFW Post 2858, 345 N. Hopewell, 
Township Rd 91, Tiffin, OH. 
Call 419-618-3424 for more into. 
www.northwestohiopoker.com 
Get $10 in free chips with this ad! 
2 bdrm apt low as 499.00, 2 blcks fr 
univ, also Room low as 225.00 mo, 
also 1/1/10-2 apts. eft ♦ Rms. 
Cartyrentals.com/ 419-353-0325 
2BR house close to campus, 
Irg backyard, $695/mo + util. 
Call 419-708-9981 
3 BR, 1 1/2 bath lownhouse, 3 miles 
trom campus, newly remodeled, 
$725/mo + util. Call 419-708-9981. 
A few rentals left. 1 & 2 BR apts, 
$450-500/mo, heat included, 
a few blocks from campus, 
Call Mid-Am Mgmt at 419-352-4380 
Carriage apt (or rent, 
between BGSU & downtown, 
great location! $ 385/mo. 
Call Kim at 440-759-2310. 
House w/ 5 BR 8 bath and a half. 
close to the university. 
Call 419-308-0825 tor more Info. 
Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ deck, 
close to campus, yr lease. 
     $350/mo ♦ elec. call 419-654-5716 
Ava„ now, cal, 419-708-998, VWgmMMM^ 
BARTENDING! up to $300/day No 
exp. necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174 
Co-eds for innovative ladies' spa 
academy 18 yrs, non-smoker, tit 
confident, nurturing, eager to learn 
and pass it on. Limited PT, great pay 
w/ paid training at BG location. We 
champion the whole person: 
physical, emotional, spiritual. E-mail 
short bio to: myofit@myo-1it.com 
Include contact info & sched. ASAP. 
VOICE TEACHER NEEDED 
tor Perrysburg Academy of the 
Performing Arts Needed for Fridays 
Call 419-874-6773 
For Rent 
"Across Irom Kohl Hall, HUGE 2br 
Apt Great view ol BGSU, Ig. kitch, 
dining rm, new carpet, free off-sl 
park  $595/mo. Call 614-668-1116 
Services Offered 
1 or 2 BR apt. avail NOW! 
Long or short term lease 
Call 419-354-9740 
* IVYWOODAPTS.^ 
www.meccabg.com 
Mecca Management, Inc. 
419-353-5800 
Senior care; shopping, cleaning, 
errands, etc. Student avail every Fri. 
Call 419-615-7143. 
Personals 
$2500 REWARD for the positive 
identification leading to the arrest of 
two white males who were fighting at 
the entrance of Nate & Wally's 
Fishbowl on Wooster St at 2 28am 
on the morning ot Wednesday, 
August 19. A young woman passing 
by on the sidewalk was critically in- 
jured by these men Please contact: 
toerOsbcglobal net 
BG1 CARD 
JOHN NiWLOVE HM ESIKIE, INC. 
One and Two Bedroom Apartments, Duplexes &. Houses 
Available for immediate occupancy. 
Rental Office: (419) 354-2260 
319 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 
(Across From Taco Bell) 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Hours: M-F: 8:30-5:30, Sat: 8:30-4:00 
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